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I-VIRODUCTION 
The importance of ground truth to the encc..a of the Earth Resources Aircraft 
Program (AP) is recognized by user agencies, Instrument teems, and NASA. 
It is also recognised that doctutation is needed of the role of ground truth 
In future orbital space missions, as well as present cepabilitites and future 
requ2xnta in the GAP. 
The initial ground truth working session was held at the Manned Spacecraft 
Center (WC) on Eov.r 27, 1967. to discuss and document the.e capabilities 
and ;equirte. The ground truth activities discussed in the session 
primarily included the following topics: 
1. ExIstirs ground truth capabilities. 
2. Measurements required and aeasurnts currently being made. 
3. Equipment now being used and future requirements. 
4. Ground sites now supported and typo of support. 
5. Recommendations relative to the MW concerning ground truth. 
6. Extrapolations of the above topics for short tar. (10 ..15 days) and 
long tec (1-2 years) orbital missions. 
This report is a compilation of papers presented at the session by various 
participants in the SAP. This document is not intended to represent total 
ground trutb capabilities and requirements, but should be used for infrnation 
and as an aid in planning for development of ground truth capabilities in the 
future.
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i-cultural ground truth can be d.fid u data cooCSTOia$ 
Plants, at1U. 
star, aspber•. sad en.rIy below*. gathered for scientific thtarpret* 
ion of pbssCDa registered On C remots seO$t0$ detector or commits. 
..l.cttfll agricultural rtS .en.tng sites or flight i-toss, the 
!oliovth$ criteria should be given coosid,rstiO* 
i-. Site* should have repremmtative soil and plant cosditiOfll. 
2. flight lines should be in straight lines insofar as possible to 
facilitate flying. 
3. The &mwflight liem should be covered each tine to provide repetitive aessonal and annual covet$$l of specific conditions. 
4. In selecting situs. 
advantage should be taken of controlled 
ted for ether purpose. • shsnsvSV possible. 
..riDtu already being conduc  
such as statistically designed plot studies. 
5. Calibration panels and instrifltsttoo salt be 
available along the 
flight lines. 
e folloeinS report on ground truth for agriculture also i0clude. brief 
uatsrial on 
techniques and tnatr	 taUo0 for forestry. Isgulur orsisM 
Or 	 truth collection pro$r	 are 	
undsrval by the 0.1. Forest Service. 
the University of California. Purdue University. U well as V.5.03.. 
Agricultural Research Service. $sslaco. TWa. 
figure 1 shoes flight lines for the Agricultural Larth basouXCss Site 32 
in the l	 UnsadS sr Ito	
ysll.y'of Teams. ma flight Uses. ast.cted d..5rtbed 
according to the
 above criteria. cover ground truth .it. cosditioni  
In Likibit A. 
mummilgic 
IsninWt 1aad.r.4 foT s fun'tat £actso1i- Teat SLM 
rijid f...i&tal sad saIisd stn41 
srssl bend-bold radlosatara - 2 reqsirsd (gr,uod truth srStVane) 
Pisid epectT(sStS?bOTt us" (0.3 to 2.5 .icruna) yield spaacUOUstSX bug uses (2.5 to 14.0 ui-sTonJ) 
* stsria1 ccotrLbute by Mbert Isilaf, 5.S.).&. Tog  Ssrvtce. aud 
•	 VoLT5it1.
2 
I.,..-trsck an.tic tape r.coadst for each spectrometer- 2 required 
Storage oseilto.sOpi for ia.ta$tansops r.oerdiag sad viewing of 
spectra from field spactroontars - 2 required 
)bi1e inatruesatattan pickup truck with esr (for .p.etrcuSt.t 
ia.tritatic. recording complex) 
Infrared ca.sra for detailed field thermal studies involving crop 
canopies 
Infrared reference for U calibration 
Automatic data recording li staa (punch taps) for meteorological data - 
20 Channels 
)kbi10 tastruesatattoc traitor for data recording sy.	 and mmiliary 
.quipnt 
N.tsorological and uicro.st.oroiogical th.ttutatLos 
Racord.ra - dual pan millivolt 
Caraa 
fundutal laboratory studies 
)Iicroscops 
Sp.ctropbetot.r 
Photo laboratory and dc.aitantzv 
Photographic film processing equipment for at teat 70 — 
Combination L.ad.nsttr.c.r and wicrod,etitt.r 
Dsneichraes far optical density asurlata 
UNIF *adio System (necessary for cc&nicsttoss b.tu.on aircraft sod 
ground partial sad butucun ground parties during rt.ranaLng 
overflights) 
Crop and toil Ideetifloatioe 
The UM r.c.te "Doing progr at Weals"Lu concerned prtrily with 
rucordiag, measuring, and Ldtifyth$ the .uer' In wavelengths bets-2n 
.3 and 14 wicrons reflected or emitted from the earth's aurfac. and the 
microwave frequencies. a sacking appotbeats I. that each crap sad .tl 
condition reflect. or emits mccv typical of the *Pacific coedttiOO. ma 
problem is to dstecuie which w.yalsogtba are the c..t ..estttvo to change. 
in crop and soil conditions, to discover aonsyl .sa.iUvs to chase ware-
Isnitha, and to develop usthoda of r.cordiap, sI sertop, sat 111&Lf'1n$ 
the specific crop or soil condition rspt.aeatad by • specific r%tlanted 
spectrum. 
The attached Sabibit £ describee the oblscttve$ sad pr.cs&craa for 
collecting ground truth and 4.t.rndnlap cbsr.ctatittc crop AM sell 
stp'aturas at U Zarth Daaourcea site 32.
3 
As is .vidst from the work plant ..tmct,s ground troth data are 
collected Lo connection with WSA o,srtll#tu, ti,re 2 abe., can of 
a nsr of ground patti.s uskiap crop and .01.1 ancurea at the 
time of an owsrfltght. tadios are eoe.tdmcd eanentiat doriag these 
oswrflipht. for maintaining onbility sad communications. 
Figure 3 above a a.1s data that of do type filled in by groc.d 
parties.
toil ibtitats UNWAM IL ON lanasland Sit. 
Available soil onisture is the root son. effects the reflectance pattern 
from agricultural crops sod rsagst..d vegetation. Also, surface soil 
MIS turs influenceo the intensity of monochromatic light reflected from 
sot)... Careful us..urant of soil satsture is essential as an element 
of ground troth. 
fipuis 4 chow. a t.cbotctsa measuring soil anistur. with a 1-19 
aclecr ChtCASD neutron prob. Sad portstle acalax' in an area of rang.-
land vegetation. This equipment r.qutr.s iswi-p.ocnt in.tallation 
of an a1.aum arcs., tubs at each ground truth sit.. 
*ptmctie cprdaat of Plaid Data 
Automatic recording of data is sccol1th.d with theIo.sll Data 
Logger .h in Ptira S • The iastra.aat, a 20-chscosl b Ust • records 
sequentially on cod every 3 seconds, 6 second., or P vecor4s. Pado 
chawosi reading is ad for 10 readInp and the cenrasa is punched 
out on taps at the and 01 * 10 value recording cycle. lbs range of 
ioput signal. the .quipmct Is capable of handling extend. from -2 to 
1$ W. 
Laturpretation of photographic sad .cmcer trc.eparuacte. is aids ;tth 
.el d.0aitotsrw mcd with autoantic .tIsut, the east inpor? oat 
of which is the S.sodansitrac.r. The isodansitracer, sb.. is Piura d, 
is a higb.ps.d, direct reading isophotcantar designed far the rapid 
presentation of t.o-dtasnsimcj photoantric taforentiow. lbs iaetra.at 
quickly and .nttLca1ly scans and ssan.r.e the optical density of all 
points in a film transparency and plot* t&s valuee as a quantitative, 
too-d1.icenl density aw of the acmc.d area. 
* Trod, Demens And coops., Samoa used In this paper are for iafezc.tlon 
only and do not coastitate eed.r.t by ti U.S. Sep srt of Agriculture. 
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lbs LoodawattracOr .lioioatss the tediousannual correlation of data Radiance spectra - quired in the field with a "*a'	 ter or spectro-
frau successive tracing..	 it can also be used U . adcredon.itcsatsr to radiometer have a Sameral similarity to reflectance .p.ctra measured 
plot absolute optical density is graphical for..	 This equipment has from individual leaves on a spectrophotometer to a laboratory.	 There are 
recently bee. fitted with encoders width permit placing value, of optical iiortant differences, however. which are due to the followings	 (a) density and I-I position of resolution alsa,ota on paperpunched tape. I borption sad scattering by gas sal.cules 	 d dust reduce ia.g solar 
Digitta.d data c	 then be processed in a coaputar.
	 Figure 16 ii an 1 uliaUou in certain wavelength beads; (b) illumination from the son varies 
taodensitracing of thermal Imagery shown to Figure 15, taken at 1900 in intensity with	 ..a conditions; (c) the energysource is a spectre-
hours. 4	 9 phtosatsr i.e of constant intensity whereas the solar weray source 
,ries is Intensity with wavelength; (d) radiance from crops in the field 
Field spectrometer Date Collection is affected by crop g.try, background soil reflectance and other factors; 
I ''d (a) radiance from soils is the field is difficult to duplicate in leflectance and transmittance .saaianta from a laboratory spec- I the laboratory with disturbed soil.. 
tropbotosster (son Figure 7) are valuable for controlled studies of 
plants and soils and frequently indicate the portion of the spectrum Spectre from $ cotton field, measured with an 1100 .pectroradiconter, 
where anomalies can be expected to occur in rta sensing measurements. '.	 j cf from a cotton leaf using a laboratory spectrophotometer are shown 
The absolute energy value of spectvopbottar Ci.0 I. difficult or ! in Figure 11. 
impossible to determine, however, and the spectral distribution of the 
source differ. from that of solar anergy. 	 Yield spectra, which have Thel Infrared Calibration Froc.dutg 
a solar energy source, are influenced by such factors as reflectance 
from multiple leaf layer., soil background radiance, and atmospheric Tha iU plans is not equipped with internal reference signal generation 
absorption and scattering of certain wavelengths, for the thermal infrared scanner.. 	 Therefore, it is necessary for 
S	 *
 
thermal Imagery to be calibrated bymaking ground truth measurements. 
An 1"'	 tattoo specialties Company (1100) Spectroradio.stur. shown These	 ssvronsnta are sad. during, immediately before. and Immediately
in Figure 6, is used for gathering field spectra. 	 Other field Instruments after the scanner-beartng plane is over the target are.. 
also have been uasd for this purpose. 	 In Figure 9 a Parkin-lisar 804 - 
Spectrometer is elevated over field plol.e on a True* Aerial Lift.
	 lb. £ Baca" P-3 radiometer sensitive in the 6-14 micros wavelength rang. 
spectroradiosater has a wavelength range of 450 to 1550 no with bond- is used for the ground	 aeurents.	 It is calibrated over a wide range 
widths of 15 and 30 en, respectively. in the visible and infrared. 1	 -. in its reference body temperature against a leslie cube blackbody source. 
Sensitivity is from 0.3 to 1000 on c%2en1 in eight ranges with accuracy The teaperaruree for soil, pleat, sod other surface., than are equivalent 
of 7 to 10 percent.	 Two sensing heads, each having 160° field of view, blakcbody temperatures; i.e., the temperatures these objects would hav* 
are provided with the apectroradiceatar.
	
One Is a diffusing screen mounted 4 if they bed unit	 .ssLvity.	 This reporting form is used unless the 
directly on the Instrument case for measuring incocing radiation, end the '
.J necessary	 e.urents for torrecticn for reflected radiation from the other is a six-foot fiber optics probe which is directed toward selected surroundings (fucha and tanner. Agree. .7. S8t51-6Ol. 1966) are wed.. 
areas of plants and soils for measuring radiance. 	 The fiber optics probe .	 '	 5 The care with which the radiometer is calibrated and the high
	 iestvity 
has been modified to decrease the field of view from 11100 to lO	 so that . of dry soil (about 0.92) and green law" (0.97 to 0.9$) sininine the 
specific areas can be isolated for radiance ese.urnta. 	 A recorder- I departure from true temperature. 
sc.r is used in coajwectioe with the spectroradio.ster which records f spectral intensity vsrsu. wavelength in a continuous spectral distrilution - interpretation of çhe Imagery is usda by webtag .icrods..ito..ter "acing* 
curve.	 It Incorporates a 34-hour progren timer which any be set to thitLate t across the file iiueery at sites where the ground truth temperature is 
a scanning cycle at say predetermined time during the day at intervals of determined.	 Optical density of the file at these particular sites is 
fifteen minutes of longer. than plotted against the ground truth t ampers -, e to produce a curve 
encompassing the range of file densities In the tasgemy. 
A punched tape forest, shoes In Figure 10, has been prepared for automatic 
handling of spectroredinsater data.
	
Yield data are placed on punched tape .	 I Since it is tot possible to Integrate the temperature of plants, and 
according to the forest • -j exposed soil is furrows • in a ground based measurement, as the airborne 
eansor does, large areas of uniform surface are need. A hi.gfa,ey, a 6 
Purdue University bes developed e .*LIe laboratory for gathering field $ acre-foot rater reservoir, end smooth bore fallow soil are the principal 
radiance data and for taking other auxiliary data.	 The squint is calibration site..	 psaperature measurements are also wade of plywood panels 
described is Nahibit S. 25 feet by 30 feat recently painted with 3M optical white end optical grey
6 I(obtained by mixing optical white and optical black) paint. Because the temperature of plant, soil, and oi.nsr surfaces fluctuat.s readily with changes in insolation, the direct plus diffuse radiation indicated by an 4plep pyranemater is recorded at the same time the te,erature measurements are med.. Figure 12 shows the relationship of film density (D) and equivalent blackbody temperature (T) established for a rangeland site. The relation-
,hin of T to D is i..near. The bare soils were considerably war than 
the semi-desert vegetation and the water surface, were cooler. The 
individual brush species vary approximately 1,5 C in temperature. 
Thermal Infrared Thermograms as Ground Truth 
In addition to using a Barnes PET-S radiometer for obtaining plant, 
soil, and water temperatures for ground truth, a Barnes Model I-S 
infrared camera produces a thermogram of the target in the fore of a 
Polaroid picture. Temperatures from the therss,grasm can be used to 
establish the accuracy of those obtained from the N&SA XE scanner. 
Plant canopy temperature patterns obtained with an infrared cra 
during a study of diurnal temperature changes in small, differentially 
Irrigated cotton plots are presented in figure 13. The figure is a 
composite of 4 thernograns taken at the time of day (CST) indicated 
below each thermogram. The first thermograc u. obtained at 0540, well 
in advance of daybreak. The light areas from bottom to top on this 
thermogram ignoring the one at the very bottom of the thermogram - 
are a 'nan kneeling between the plot in the fore 'round and the center 
plot, an incandescent lamp in the for plot, and three aide-by-mide 
instrument shelters Just beyond the plots. The other three tharmcgrame
 
depict the some target at later times during the day. 
In all the thersograms presented, the lighter toned areas present warner 
plant temperatures. Interpretation 'of the thermograms is made by matching 
-he tone of a target wit:;in the field of view with one of the eight gray 
cale steps printed automatically at the top of each thermogram. From 
the electronic settings used to obtain the thermoSrams and a parameter 
orrespond Leg to the gray scale step, the target radiance may be calculated 
and than converted to target temperature. It was necessary to vary the 
electronic settings as the crop surface warmed so that temperature differences 
Id not be compared by visual inspection except relatively within individual 
r.arangr. 
'e cotton plot in the foreground and the one in the background of each 
'erengren were at about the same moisture condition, and have the ssma
 
t'ne. The middle plot was drier than the others. The calculated temperature 
difference between dry and vet plots was 0.1, 0.3, 2.0, and 0.2 C at the 
"tars 0560, 0935, 1520, and 2210, respectively.
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Thermal Infrared Detection of $il 5r.cteri.tics 
Soils are unique in that subsurface soil characteristics influence 
the energy received by thermal infrared r.mote sensor.. Investigations 
of thermal infrared detection of soil characteristics are beingwade 
in an area of alluvial floodplain soils shown in Figure 14. The bars 
soils shown in fields k, I, and in are those investigated in detail. A 
transact of 16 soil sampling sites was extended across the bare coil 
area, having a variation in surface and subsurface soil characteristics. 
Diurnally-flown thermal imagery of the area is shown to Figure 15. 
Each of the transparencies was scanned with an isodenaitrecer to determine 
film densities. An isodensitrecing of the 1900 hour thermogram is shown 
in Figure 16. Film densities (D) are directly related to equivalent 
blackbody temperatures • The temperature-film density relationship was 
established at a well Instrumented site several miles away which was 
flown only a few minutes earlier, in each case, with the sens scanner 
electronic gain settings. Data from the calibration site were used to 
plot a graph of ground truth temperature versus film density. The 
relation was linear in every cane. 
Temperatures at 30 selected sites were determined and are shown on 
the isodensitractng of figure 16. The numerals beneath each point (23/26) 
mean point 23 which is at 260C. The significance of these temperatures 
In relation to soil characteristics are discussed in the 1967 Weslaco, 
Texas, EiSA report. 
ix Processing 
The amount of information being collected and the number of different 
forms of data being collected demands that there be s means of automatically 
summarising all the different forme of signals and to convert all summaries 
to 5 common base. 
The Weslaco remote sensing program at present has information in the 
fore of photographic and scanner imagery from the NASA plane, analog 
signals on magnetic tape from the four scanners in the Michigan plane, 
photograph* in conventional color, black and white infrared, and infrared 
color taken from the local Weslaco place as well as information from 
laboratory instruments on punched paper tap., z-y recorder charts, and strip 
chart recordth6e. All these forms of data are compared to manually recorded 
ground truth conditions and to pictures from ground level, 
Crop signatures will be developed for tasting by recording reflected spectra 
from various crop and soil conditions by ground based spectrometers. 
Spectrophotometer curves of tremmaittad and reflected emergr from individual 
ieares udor controlled conditions are also used to suggest crop signatures. 
a	 a 
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Statistical analyses and c..lca of data in the form of digitized 
sp.ctrophotar curves, data logger output of meteorological sensors, 
and other laboratory measurements are being made by Texas AM University. 
Efficient handling of data iny formats and originating in a nuth.r 
of different forma requires a data handling system specifically design" 
to take cars of the unique characteristics of the system. Figure 17. is 
a flow sheet which shows source, of ground truth data; ground based b!stru-
anntation for gathering ground truth, as well as aerial equipment; and how 
the output fine the Instrumentation and equipment most be processed and 
analyzed by computer and then, in 
.
some cases, reconstituted into Imagery. 
Establishing Interpretation Zays 
In phases of the agriculture and forestry programs which involve identifi-
cation of crops and anti. • forest and range species or plant communities, 
establishment of interpretatiob keys is found to be a valuable aid in 
establishing standards. Interpretation keys in current use consist of 
vertical photographs supplemented with obliques and ground photography. 
Interpretation keys serve three purposes; first, as a training aid for 
the nan student; second, as indoctrination into new areas or Itemsfor 
trained personnel; and third, as * comprehensive library reference for 
the experienced interpreter.
restry Ground Truth 
Investigations are underway by the U.S. Forest Service CR. C. Haller
 
and associates*) to determine the ground instrumentation, aerial sensing 
equipment, and techniques required to detect vigor loss and previsual 
signs of tree mortality caused by bark beetles in coniferous timber stand.. 
Ground and aerial studies are involved. Figure 18 shows the 1966-1967 
USPS-NAS& Black.tflhis Beetle Teat Site near Lead, South Dakota. The following 
are ex
amples of ground truth obtained in this study. Many other forestry 
projects are underway for which groand truth data are collected. 
Rotabl
	 of Attractant Sites 
It has been found that by placing laboratory reared beetles is screen cages 
on host trees (Figure 19) during the period of active beetle emergency in 
the sr, wild beetle populations could be induced to attack the tree 
with the caged beetles and many surrounding trees as sell. Xe August 1965, 
a total of 11 sites were established in this manner within the study area 
Me thod for Determining
 Vigor Loss 
Needle moisture tension is one additional parameter measured in 1967 that 
may help to determine early viger loss. Briefly the method is as follows; 
* Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Rxperiment Station, Mi, Berkeley, 
California.
The twig and of a freshly-cut foliage sle (about 4 inches long) 
is Inserted through a rubber C0 ring which is fitted into the top side 
of a pressurized container (Figure 20). The proximal and of the twig 
is exposed to atmospheric pressure. The needle portion of the sample 
is then placed inside the bottom part of the container and the two 
parts are screwed together. Nitrogen gas is introduced slowly to the 
container until free water begins to bubble from the trachaid cells in 
the cut end of the twig. Normal foliage required Lee pressure to force 
out the water than foliage from stressed trees. The absolute pressure 
values but not comparative values - are affected by tins-of-day, season, 
soil moisture availability, and sunlight conditions. 
Preparation of Ground Resolution Target 
A ground resolution target measuring 8z68 feet was constructed to determine 
spatial and thermal resolution capabilities of thermal infrared scanners. 
Twenty-seven ftberboardpanels, each 4x8 feet, were covered with 2 mil aluminum 
foil; the foil was pasted to the mznoth side of the panels with wallpaper 
paste. Half of the panels in widths of 2, 4, and 8 feet were painted with 3M 
black velvet paint; the remaining panels were left aluminum. They were then 
laid Out in alternating black and aluminum array (Figure 21). 
This target array was designed to teat whether the airborne scanners had 
a 1-, 2-, or ?-milliradian resolution capability. 
Ground Truth Measurements - Short Texn Orbital Mission 
The following ground truth measurements (at time of overflights) would 
be required in relation to a 10-15 day orbital mission: 
I. Simultaneous photography (aircraft and ground). 
2. Plant and soil observations at all ground stations as recordod 
on standard form (Figure 3). 
3. Short wave spectrometer spectra. 
4. Meteorological measurements 
a. Baroontric pressure 
b. Dew point 
c. L'c.oming total radiation 
d. Sky radiation 
a. Wind 
f. Ambient temperature 
5. Specific fields with stressed plant conditions shell be established 
to determine if they can be detected from apace. 
6. A large bare field will be subdivided and prepared to include 
different soil conditions for detection from epgca.
•1 
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1. Large areas of wsricus range type plant commamfties will 
be delineated for sinstog hm space. 
uth )aanrt. - s Teer Otbit 1ai too 
The Game .surao.nta msft for a short orbital ofa.ioo will be s for 
a one-year .taaios with the following additional
C I. Sequential e.asuraota will be end, to establish the validity 
of orbital sensing of plant end soil characteristics o.dsr a wide variety 
of conditions. 
2. Yields of crops will be enssursd and correlated with orbital 
sensing date.
-_I 
jsctivIa 
1 • To d.tarvift' characteristic anittbaDd 
aiV*t2rSs of rations
crops and soils in the lower Rio (ands valley of es. 
2. To identify Ot0P5 and crop conditions by rts speettsl"using
 
technique.. 
Variables:
 
1. Under jysatjg*tiOfl 
a. Crop varieties 
(i) Cotton 
(2) Grain 3-9h- 
(3) Citrus 
(4) Corn 
(5) Vegetables 
(6) Pa.twe 
(7) Oats 
(8) Alfalfa 
(9) Native broublend 
b. Stags of mtwity 
(1) plsntbSiit. 
(2) Lest area 
index 
(3) Percent gronnd cover 
Per of nod.s 
(5) Roy pe'i 
(6) Pb.00logtcsl devalant
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c.	 Plant rigor and condition Fr000dwe to be followed 
(1) Stand (Plants Per unit laalth of row) 
(2) Woodiness • • Tbe pv	 truth will be that obtained in OMJ=Gtlm 'Ith Overflights along 65 ndl.. of ground test nit, and 0OOt1Ond4 (3) Crop color mu and locally chat	 plans. On the.w flit.	 iliopuiryl 
• 
collected the .irbcirns reunt. ..njwe aunt a. e.itiis	
_owaa (4) lutriact doficianci.s rh..1 optical .ca.nan,, thermal p7T_stow., ndcrora r
	 , 
•omnncr., and othow Iprcwtst. inatrnt.. Ground truth tofoe.tJ. 
() Inc.ot and disease Infestation daecribinl completely the .ou and crop conditions ii 60110ot4 .ie.ita..i - idth the madtiband signatures. 
(6) R.]ntive turgidity or sbelute ite. content All iany will be examined visually and slactroajeaj
	 to detect obvious (7) Yield or potential yield diffur..o.. in tb. crop niatwan. 	 C._ct.ri.ti. signatures will be ..t in an electronic djacrjVie.tr and into a digital outow to 
d.	 Soil characteristic. the untqt.n,.. of the .p.cittnd aigDatr.s. 	 Confjoe levels of tnd_iyjdi.l 
.iatow.. Viii be determined through statistical c*ioulatjcna in a out.y. (1) Soil eerie. Sijnatiu.. fron individual field. An be correlated with round truth (2) Moisture content observations through a __laws e.triz calculation in a outer. Factorsthat are
 
M1 that 	 eorr.lat.d Viii b. more closely to d.te.Vin. 2.	 Not under investigation the mt	 relation. among crap facto?, and signatures. 
a.	 Climatic variation. - Data to be obtained: 
(1) But dates of irrigation., standard weather station data, Crop nin.towe., or powtion@ of sigaat..., Viii be obtained as 
and polar radiation information viii be racord.d or r a	 Volts" sigual. on	 gu.tio tsp. 
b	 R.00rd.r treee on paper chart. 
b.	 Cultural practice. a.	 Photogrephic Imagery 
(1) Will be observed and recorded at test nit... d. Thsrun 
•	 Photographs Of oPciiloinope display 
f	 Isodensitracings of transparencies, and 
• Dansjchroe . M r of transpsncies 
All signals VLU represent intensity of reflection or adesiou in ow or sure wev.length bands. 
Interpretation and Application of R.e.lte. 
SI.a.tow., viii be used to mvsp
	 . to d.tsine tiLe eateut of the crop 
spent., ow condition specified by the sitere.	 y be an.4 to detsend.. the potential yield, to Inset, the outbreak of es-tot. plant disease,, to eaeeei the	 eed of en insect invasion, t fellow tb. popes. 
a
h to esUonte the earinge planted, and to	 .mil MARtwo or plant WAV sets.
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POP AGRI(IL1?.L I42I1O SEV3I!a 
Truck Inntr entctLcO onJ 4T.C.bii ltt.,4 
The basic field data tnstrt.tice is deei.n*d to be counted a, o
ccap]ats =it in the field von such that .11 field data con be coUact.d in 
te natural en1nt of the i1.e to be Reavurad With a nthinei of ezterrsl 
equint and a gin1cm of ret-up and t4ake-down ties. An a eel r-ounte1d 
unit, the field van contains all the necessary --rLvg eizipnt and its 
- power ucoros. Provisions ore ir.cluied for apereting tho dots collecting 
instrussete fr etther the field von roof or the chery-ptcherbacket (up to 
) feet fore the guM eurfoos). - g0T$l tsatrnt schensti- in 
in Pig. I. 
This isatintstton includes the sensing iAstree.nt$ and the osoassery 
recordiup oq,.dnt. The recording cipdut cuneista of threS basic t7980— 
the Agpez 0'-300 seven-channel (1/2 inch) or direct tape ricorier, the 
HanupesU 24-channel strip recorder, end the operator's data sheet. The 
Aupex 82-300 acvon-chnnoel tape recorder Li uOGd to record the tvatu signs" 
(interforogrere) and the digitising signela (cook 5t5n534) fore the P1ck 
interforceatere. The output ei.sle for the mout interfor,tsre are recorded 
$	 in the 0 ends in order to eU.aisata the repiuduced GJ rl' eupUtode vurtsuome 
inherent in a direct reds tape recording vice, Wile the clock bigucis are 
recorded in the direct code because of the frennPc1 3191ta and of the PP 
.Oda. prootoicca ore included for a voice chsl for recording idantifteaticit 
conhare and other perticcnt infotios if it- is dsd.ae4. The Uoeayusl. 24-
obomoal. strip recorder Is read to record in a s1ad fore 
C -
elce1-verying. signals fore Utemneocqpdel nnsenadng the131. 	 and/or 
tanpereturea at various levels, the output eLil for the !pp2ry pgthaldeeuter 
used for indicating the quontity of iLutit rolar ennw contatsed in ds 
vine Vomfolmosto	 the - of	 -	 tr neesiLiteg -
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the spperist tser.s of asseesa snsd, and the output of the - 
spectroreditUT for indicating the spectral distribution of the incident 
solar energy. This recordir is a universal v recorder for indicating 
sled vales of si.cvlj varying oonditi psrtit to the .Wrist. The 
operator dsto thset indicates the infossatbon necessary for tying togatbsr the 
data recorded on the other recorders. This includes information such as the 
ran identification corkers, the tape Position indicator values for the $top 
and start of seth run, the Use of dsp, 
various Instrument .sttin, and 
botsph aer if photos more tn. 
Other accessory equiot is zsquizsd for oparstian 5. a .elf-contsiued 
unit. This includes the 6 . 5 I gasoline (or gssec4 fuel) driven Edil.sv 
fr,qusn st&tliisd not for .upplylng instrument and lighting porar, the 
3W track engine driven generator for sujplying porer to the sir conditioner 
sod tools thidi an apt to cause lie tr,nadsnts that tuterfors with date 
collection, the trsnaetv*r par for communications between the operator of 
the sensing equipment and the recording aqullaint operator, and sincelisneon. 
tools and instruction neaisls fOr field seinbsnance. 
At the present tine seat of the amusing and recording aquipesot and all 
of the accessory equipment his been install" and used on several data 
collecting missions. The rseeindar of the equipant is in the proosee of being 
installed and cantinnsd ingrovnt5 an being ds on the existing installation. 
The installation of the ecceesoxy equipant is complete and in operational 
state. • The frequency atebil.ised 6.50 pasretor sttsa as a trailer with 
aoctii( caine to the field van ad bee a Uoq-aa stabilization sufficient 
to maintain constant recorder upside. The 3W pnsrstor, cecta to the 
truck sqLmo when needed mod MA voltage level and frsqneecy we eoatroUad 
from the von. The oo.tion5 par is rack soentsd 	 is .5.4 bath for 
s recording and for .nilc&tnI the data frr the truck to the easlag-to-
digital converter. Tools and nniusls or* in permanentl y mounted rsaes end file 
,binate in the yen. Because of the weight distribution in the van it has been 
found ns.sej1 to equip the truck with heavy duty aprins stitch are now being 
attained. 
The Laps? eP-500 taps record,r and the Block 195? and 1952 interferter 
electronics are rack wanted in the van. Figure 2 sho, the recorder in its 
jenwt in a preliminary set-ng. Cabling has been nede with interface panels for 
operating the joterfsro,tic optical heeds either an top of the van as sbcm to 
Figure 3 or in the cbsM-PIdLer as sheen in 7ie k and Figure 5 . At the time 
of the., photos, the truck interface penale wer, not installed. The c.shliv end 
interface panals silos for simultaneous operation of the Block 1952 Ind 195? 
intarfertar.. Operation from the v.5 root is nede by monatIng the optical 
heads on a tripod set an the	 grid platform end connecting cables from 
the optical heads to the interface penal. Operation from the cherry-picker is 
nets using an 1etrut plattoxa mounted an the bucket. The optical heeds are 
nounted
 
on gaited pan heads fixed to this pi.attor.. A fifty toot cable connects 
the optical beads to the truck interface penal. The long cables have not notice-
ably affected the quality of the output .i.ls. The ortpizt of inatratent dee-
trem in the van are connected via Interface panels an the tostrutatian 
rack and no the recorder rack to the respective recording channels. The input 
and recorded signals are ainitored on an oscilloscope for instrument and record. 
level adjustments. 
awl  24-cheneel recorder is in the process of being te4 in its 
rack in the win. Caencdiuns will be made from the record.? to the o*.ida at 
the van. The sensing equipment for this recorder sr., far th@ nest part, 
portable and are set upsids the van eitl an the pv, on the truth root, 
or in the cherry-picker as the 	 erit reqaizes. 
In a typical data-ccUecti idssior neing the cherry-picker the
M
•
i 4
,4	 pr• 
-U 
Figure 3 VA"Wing 4mV rndice to the 2 to 160
baud ban the ti.]â van roof.
a 
Is 
L.w k 
195E and 195T interterterl, three operators are required. About 15 
minutes are required in order to set-up and adjust the recordizg Levels, 
optical ead5, and cabling . For the 195X jnt,farte?, liquid nitrogen i.e 
transferred from the large dave.? in the track to the MAU vac battle amuntad 
.h the optical used. A proper flow of liquid nitrogen unat be obtained In 
m order to aa.e cooliog of the det.ctor • %a ran procedure requires that 
operator in the cberflr-pick.r miss the optical beads it the desired ecane of view 
while the other operator records therm	 sr, dSacriptiOfl, etc., an the data 
htet. A uIni	 of ace smote of dtt* and clock .dl are recorded to sepite 
the rune. The third operator inati.U.5 nierCuet and inIQistiOn gear on location, 
and takes radicueter readings as required. When eli the runs dseixed at ace 
location are clets, the cable to the cberly_ptCklr bucket pietfoew is di.-
connected at the platform and the van and cher?ypiCkSr nowe separately to the 
osv location. ?ske-doufl time at the end of the day is also on the order of 
15 minutes etce only the external equipment and cabling unit %A 
packed. 
data is transferred to the LARB AID converter by asses of ths, fifty 
fact cola and interface panels at the truck and the building . This alic%45 the 
ats to be reproduced fran the BP-CO without removing the recorder from the 
an. The transceiver gear is used to this process for canunoicitton between 
the operator in the Yin and the operator of the A/U converter in the building -
19 
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4. 
Figure 2 At the tips recorder tnsidm the truck. 
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NASA.S-67-7733
HIGH RANGER 
RECORDING INSTRUMENTS MOUNTED IN BUCKET 
PUNCHED TAPE
FORMAT 
SPECTRORADIOMETER
DATA
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10 .10090V*90.07 10 
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- 1901090*,
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NA$A.147.7724	
SPECTROPHOTOMETER 
AND PAPER TAPE PUNCH SYSTEM 
-	 ;,	 -';:•ti 
- 
NASA-S-67-7719	 SPECTRORADIOMETER 
MOUNTED IN BUCKET OF HIGH RANGER
4. doLt Mu2.l. 
S.
	
asivl	 s1sia 
6. Nstss,olste Mu1oU 
7. Density - .ps.lft. rwitr
 
S. flOt5r..t.li .u.strustisus 
9. sftth, and il1.ustostl.us 
10. Deototius and reports 
U. ?..t sits a.1.st&os suslilU 
Issladal Pisl& —'4'4tius 
1. G.oloio uspptep 
a. doU 
3. Iseb and soil ustitor. data 
4. adadvity data 
5. btscro1oic dots• ta1idtni arc
	 to as..., psudils. 
6. Thsrl data oo3].ous (6-34) 
7. Ths1 SUf'ats. 
S. T,bjvij., and trsuapsrtsttsu 
9. CanowAsatias 
a. Intraperly 
b. Qro..ir.rst% 
0. $tag].s sids bad 
10.	 for uussu 
S. 
b. das 
U. night use usrt*a 
12. Ptoapbsm d.ts soUortt.g misro to map qbs,,
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Us it is well 	 to busy
 one's rV n(tba s abilities, the se 
All ha,e tell kaovl.dp oftheirlimitations as well. ?ban, the 
to1losiu ospsbilit4.s have not buss aotivitst.d and s. be worthy of 
.oaddsrttjosi 
a. Depth studies in ranks. ?be usJsstty of our raso..b has boss 
at the sorts... *ussotly, we bwo measuring slo Profiles b.tvass •the	 lb .. sad . asu.. We h5VS .tjU to sommwme. staftes of rook 
data day to the ps.trstioii Ilsit of the NM .tto of seniors, a depth 
of 10.12 feet. lbs Miroue,,s tMu has sapr.sssd as iat.r.st
 in sos 
andertaking r..ssrok in te ores. 
b. Ososud based •u.iore in the adsriy,. region. Rs.sua of the 
ti#tl, ooestrsiasd stroruft ssbadule sad to. gssorsl look of microwave 
data, pond based uiorv. senior. (r.dissstor and/or essttIrtsr) 
would yield anemia" data sad aborts. toe ttus open required to 
.vils.te	 trutk psrs.sture at thoss viv.lsstbs. 
o. T.3.st.riag. ?be sbit4t7 to ts1tor data to any itrestios 
Is tota1 lasklr. Pouibt.e points of trsa,st.s taslad. (1) to 
an air,roft or eps.ssrstt, (2) laterally to a via, (3) direct to lb. 
We_oneS dp.s.sIt Center (IC) data book. 
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Three pse of caned'	 ROWflCO9 Prcren - en infrared n a vary broad sanca, the Ground Operation. Flow Chart (Plate )	 -	 oentl$' b.iod fleve in the zero trche	 • ascribe, a systematic method in which ground add airborne cancer
	 redite1' en	 the total etWsl of thecaomor ate are acoiseulated and as how the resulting $2foraatiea, '
	
10 jetty the POedto affecting	 jtiot'S 
ore of a final evaluation of renotaly sensed data, is produced.	 00	 of .t.ttftconae of the 1MLvtd1control..do of opratinc
Inca the ulUnate objootire of the propen is to reacts-sense epecif to
	 enV5J'canC4t&I nrables 
aroto from pooe and airborne sonsore, it followsquite 1CLaal3y
	 terial is controlled by too ht to the initial etilee of the program  clear andore' ni at whet	 The b$tth proparQ of -
	
For o,1e, a dark substance 
=tributes to the total signal of
	 censor *ust be defined and
	
elbedo and the tbaienl cendunt 	 ra*tiatian then a 
assured if we are over to sake sense out at the data.	 •	 such g basalt will heat aere reP...j	 my hakt with m 
uger entortol such aS .gran .	
, R&Wvaa or Mom. During ntr,ent teens	 t undarstand the limitations end capabilities	 greater i'apty
	 units a 0ist thveretcl ofdWADM?d 00 ( their own to	 onta before user groups can intelligently dsdignate
	 the oigbtl OCCUni parted to occur. 4he et1 tortl vtU qulokly air
 use for any specific target. The need for calibrating t
	 surface tiA° to	 of .vsgcrativa cooling nay even 
ntruanta by building a backlog of data generated ores csrat1y	 equilibrate tth the air id to the 	 which has a 
-uth teams.
Ludiedtargot. has been a o 	 objective of the tostrt and gro
	 •	 drop b.14I the LIP 2uIPdr*. be heated by a ach5UTtO* t.oretWe high ther"I du 61 booms the 5I4t material' have a description of the varied parenetore that affect the total 	 the swtsoe of a iatcrii1 IS dependent
	
 of the microwave, infrared, OultilpeD, and radar. It now booms
	 The mount °	
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substance at 7O? with in 
WD charge of the ground teen to count the data an the ground that
	 •	 ev itS .aietvtty	 or	 tt enerer and IPPOOrU to 
n be aced to describe quantitatively the percentage contribution of
	
ieotvtty of .O w red 
	 wtor, of 5697. The other 2O ich of the varied parameters effecting the total signal an the airasuft	 infrared radicaste? tO have S •. and net heoe4-ntA teri.l. The totrncntettan. The next logical step would be to oupertspose on the
	 of	 I. the 2rnntton	 * T (l-EJ 
,strasnt data measurements taken an the ground fm which acne under- be
 
RigOti can  e	 anvironnantP.. 1.. i.e.akyr, (i-s,) ir ending of in.trtennt capability should evolve as well as am sad better
	
15 the tcrature	 tore of	 nateriel 4 T the *ceting pareantore for specific targets.
	 the 
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nslng however, even though the targets vacy, the acne inatrunt are
	
me anor attenuated hi the 	 OeQtOt	 one wave vaived and the paraneters, if any, renain constant. It 1s the altcd
	 •	 A @it	 In 0,809 or watervaporaff.et	 str were bohniqus that change.
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•	 tau reamdloa at __ with ut proper
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not be compared. 
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PopsT ist.rprdstics of the .ovtts1 vsrisb3sm is nsosassj in defining sod Interpreting	 1t tb.rsol ao.s. Is pradiotiog 
so volcanic .rtt1, the tip. Of MIStmial, the thux1 d.tttso, - 
sois.ivtty Will d.tsr.Lo. Vb.tsr $ lam trssatsr Is subts.s 
temperature will be rut1..t.d at the stoo.. Is V W
 sass at sulfide 
odattso, climatic tsatsros end tha vssth.rth* orsot'i.tt.. of 
the sulfide bearing rook viii detsss the eisa end eatost at tbtu
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Pazsaata Attsotias tbe r sad M.. dei 
Is	 portiso of the .p,osmw at tbe pummohm attesting 
MW .ti we e111-r to them is the Infrared. ?be major 41ff orsoos 
bsbi.so tutrured mid si,.so is the depth of psoetratica of the 
iit sosa. The punetratios pr is controlled b7 the dielectric 
propsr... of tbe saiai. Is po,ttcuJ.sts eattes, threesrisbie. t 
to ooed6siM -
 
be diulsototo otsat of the solid matter, the 000tsth.4 
sod the porcst. Is uses of blIb satatsas otot ores the p1 
at to0 asinvore oso offset the o uott,tt4r - rsetrtivtt7 balance. Is 
solid rook, di.iaotrto osasteat sasamissests can be .mde directly em 
—1 s. 
The 40bow1w at edermmvs frequencies is lower tkm that of the 
infrared. itte makes the rStaotosoe of cesaidursUs 3ortssos is 
the .tpsl r.o.tv.d at the Instrument. lisps, aortaee pstiy, and 
the twas of the iIr, osotrtbvt. * IUgST porties of the radit 
•mossa isssivsd. 
All .ok.emtaos fs.tureo each u iqored bs, depth of water table, 
and subsurface t.rstsa, directly ettsot thesmitted radiation. Plate U 
shows the dius.i beating and 000ltag ourws of soil at depth. Note that 
leg to beatiag probed by poem thermal saidsatica. Sok.artseet.epesss 
asursts as asssaesr is data tht.Irstatis is estortale *10k essoot 
be easily .....4 for laboratcu, sosiputs at their di.iotaio' piopsrtiss. 
5' 
A list at 5....r.t5 and,
	 iedt iaSd b7 the VMVUVIIW at 
Isiada eve idioat.d cc Plates 12 • 13. VbS.1e not enact to aecteto 
all the lifter SlcIIoit35 liar, these Flat"tedtiate .ene at the enjen 
equipment and the eni te aeft bv this. Lsete. 
They, should be a standardization In the aircraft oert1ht Iia*SnI 
leer, to enke poesibie the eusparisen of data fria &jff .iot tast aStes.
—Agoommendstions tOr the iizeytft program have crisis over a period 
of tie and ans-balt years and rapreecut a .pntbssts of discussion with 
1 peopie who bare vIz'1171 ds.r.s. of tsM1Satty with tba pr..an. 
1. gnad Senses- For spectre 1004" t the visual region, 
ieh sen .wi*s work with sensors an the ground should be aocoupli.bsd 
in ZR, both tta and sp.oa1, in sianower., and in soatt.rue.try. 
In a aultiepsotrel .ppccob these sensors might be tied together with a 
field ran, although .svareZ todspsmduct rena would be isnioy in that 
they would offer greater f2adbUltr end the van would rot be useless 
to the other sensors i cop .so.or were Inoperable. Thin, is an intonee 
need for field work baste tote end.retendinq at IF 	 truth which can 
be best iaoclished with this technique. 
2. Telteeine - IC should be entering t.lilstsrinl pnccedw.s 
an rapidly as possible In toe aircraft asnt of the Earth aiouoe. 
Skwvv Program. bverlemm prior to .peoecraft t1ihta I. required. 
Data can be ta1tsrsd upward to aircraft or .paoscr,ft, downward to 
field rena, or directly to ISO data book. 	 lmi A eanfarseos to 
decide bow talemetering is to be aooliaMd and when it oan cno.. ).IL	 - )IC need, to . toward am systes likely ts lead to e.utt.d data proosesift. Itch pa..ibU1 IV needs 
to be explored and e,e.lat.d with the idea of detna4niog vbicb is bait 
suited for the Barth hew,orc.e Summy Program. The optimum, vuld appear 
to be a sinus systia which would handie data from all pert, of the 
.peatra. Automation sort start Immediately with the Lircnstt Pnogren4 
to wait for the spacecraft is to invite dSJe.sMv. 
A. JMMg Intiti - New sensors have special problow of their owal 
VW require severe use trs and tati,e osaps motil they bso 
calibrated end neeful for WaIr f"sibilliq ettse. ThSs Mqui-
.tttcc at a Ut aircraft for gettlac the bogs out of new protopa 
eczone. The larger *gtjaensor aircraft .0 net be tied .q with this 
of activity, and should carry only those sensorm which have proven 
thne.1vas in the air an an isolated basis. 
S. A ddittop4 Ipesera - Additional sensors should be sought for conaidert-
tjoo. *At 1.t1y aorta of thifli, to be ds,ir,ds addlUcrAl wie1ths, 
especially 1ccar wS,.lccitte in infrared and aiorows. Uao owrently 
bsirl ltndisd. This appow.* would also 1t,s better enitL.pootrsl ampability.
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6. 0roid Truth Soneda - Pull consideration should be given to the 
establishment of ground truth collection teess withinMM or via 
contractor,. Th..e t..m would t'.roticra to oollsct data en operational 
missions, collecting according to specific lentrontiene for lank Site 
as established by the research t... Thna, there would be resesrek 
teamfor geology, oceanography, agriculture, etc., operating at the 
scientific level, Including p-'-trtg of sia.is and continued research 
is improved technique.. Ground truth squedi would be primarily 
t.ohntctszia with the capability at collecting puend truth daa for 
every discipline. This type of activity will become auch sor. lcotsnt 
in the future when the larger aircraft operate eutside the country and 
when spacecraft fly. 
7. Cicationa - There needu to be * greater number of meetings 
of the various components or the rth Heourc.e nw.y.Prcgrss for 
the full exchange at ides.s and progressamong the various contractors 
and grant.... Prior to 1966, ne.ttnge of this type were relatively rare 
and th.jcrity of workers in the prop.m did not bar.. clear view of 
the overall props.. The ooesant of aircraft scheduling .eetings in Houston to	 fallthe t. of 1966 stfhed.d the representatives of the instrument and discipline gro,çs the opportonity to gather every thre. 
scathe for informal discussions and markedly aided communications. 
This type of program be continued. 
S. Bore.iiht Caner. for MR 6-64 iter, - A bcre.ight os'enra depicting 
the f 1.14 of n.y
 for the W 62-64 aicrucave redicueters is required for 
the interpretation of microwave data. Tb... sensors are tied to the 
tracking device, of the present photographic systems indirectly. toasting 
the  field of Vi	 the . existing microwave data is aer.
	
at beets 
sd impossible at worst. The microwave radiometers are bard aDented and 
the camera systems are f1eant.d. The arse lock at the nadir, the 
radiometers l	 4j	 of o from the nadir, and as high as 45? 
9. Feat P11. far I1 000 A,htf 
ssicns
ght 
-
ie 
We ra —.- .
 eqecienmtatics with film. 
of 3,000 and 6,M or ni s.tons at 2,000' absolute to esa it 
visual data can be gathered to permit Interpretation of the iaon-iaaging data such an 5io2ous,e radicueters end eosttazenetry. 
10. LAP-]4 T,gjttoj - Tent sites for instrument oa31breU for LIP-IA 
should be defined as early as pcm.tble and should be ovsrf2. with the 
aircraft in the u.er tutors for prelisinery stall". 
11. The time is approachingien ground truth dst*utsatioes should be 
standardised as to equipment and technique. We are not at this point 
today, but it 1s on the hanson. Ground truth squads (06 Ibow.) will, 
of Dour.., bring increased ampbsela on this requirement.
Senc.oraft Frcaren ]h-_y
 S..s.ica at 1.2ta... 50° Iolinau. 
Pec---%-tione end, in this section are the result of inquiries 
oiced by Trunk C...1 in October 1966 and represent en evolutionary 
continma of thought since that time, rather than ideas gauer.ted in 
the - two weeks. 
1. W.il-keos tsit S1tg - br geology we believe that the test sites 
should have edot. conventional geology available, so that the field 
t.mme need only perform the specieliend atuli.s required for ground 
truth calibration work. 
2. Gioiai Truth Research	 - A two to three man ground truth research 
tea, will be needed on the ground for -lOO days, any tine in advance 
of the overflight. Their role will Si. to plan the operational aspects 
of the ground truth data collection and to obtain advanced field data for 
research purpose.. This group would subsequently write and seke available 
to the operational ground truth squad a sennel of operations. 
3. 9=Md Truth 0neratIal Sounds - A squadof 15-20 man, suitably equipped, 
viii be needed for each geologic test sit.. Their time in the area should 
be approximately two weeks, during which ties they establish themselves, support 
an aircraft overflight in preparation for the spacecraft overflight and finally 
support the spacecraft overflight. Their work will be laid out in prepared 
manls which will become available prior to their departure from P60 or 
other base. 
4. simultaneous Aircraft Overflights - In conjunction with the spacecraft flight, there need to be aircraft operations to perait the build-up of 
remotely sensed data in three dimensional on the ground, at aircraft ati-
tule,, and at space altitute.. Stu4teneous aircraft averc'lights are of prim 
tapcnienoe in the early spacecraft sisaicos to provide a standard of comparison 
of data, so that the quality of the space sensor, can be e accurately 
gauged. Ideally, identical sensors would be on the aircraft and spacecraft, 
5. 2 to 
Tan Mars - Eight to ten test .it, should be sufficient 
to calibrate the sensors for a variety of geological features. The majority 
should be in the lAit.d St.t., for reasons of eoay sod efficiency, but 
a for will need to be outside the country to mot conditions which are not 
found within the United States. Tha test sit.s recommended here have been 
under ccn.id.ratLcn for more then a Jeer, and appear to offer a most 
snirul e.rissnt celibration system. They are numbered is random 
order and no priority is intended by any of the numbers. 
5.1 McDonald Resge, Alice Springs, Australia. This I. the locale 
of a great eeqce of sedimentary rook very simply arranged.Detailed geologic reports are available and the area i.e ideal for the -i-i—i soil 
and vegetation encountered.
NOW 
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Also Ibis weather is Izospttcasll7 tororitis, with oloods a xeit. 
5.2 To— , IMU. The ,o3osow olsi so its talsad of 
*U	 !l*ts1I7 tts	 O1IE list esposisi b%otsat 
The Ibdted Abates .3osaoloio Osrestosy be. so satsasiw bselrosod 
of qktag and ooSld 000çsxsts with its	 tooth isisa sed cqsads. 
This reprassot. so ostatle	 9p ti	 to 040 wtot eso be 
resole rore is Sa area of vololmolcØc sta. 
,.,	
. TW7 ISM to" $1" 00110101106 
soress go soulb.ro usrtn at 041ifes'ai Inglafte a Isrisp' of dtsoree (soicilo aid other tsat.s. It is is so eros St lot oiaid offer
sakes it a b.tb Interest site for all secacre.	 IsloSit wilMa Ibis last 
site are.	 (.) bat opoiltso bea Dteo (aecrapq), (b) tatesoiws isssa 
rook osap'	 (ao3.), (0) desert teio*ls (gs4c' sod ogrpb) (4)	 s1tao Sea (dro1o)	 (s) Irta1 slsp (sr jso1,), (R)
	
iirsaiae 
swimmot"T	 (gsojo)	 () tts 0o3.orito and	 rooks	 liver so Its usabeco 
boimdsr7 for sensor b1sckbo4 ealibretien. So Pasifto Ossen oft ILe 
ooait is also of ictereat to oousnarojbers and .eress tot b3aitbo 
oslibretten. 
5.4	 tren.jsvsosie Volsenues. On Osobipbot.rsp 	 ill St 
Java sit most of Sumatra we ebeocrit
	 abide. abuse telsmd ebatos 
have a verbebras at voboaas., eaUab we o3assttisd as 'or' 
to the Ibis . popoistiso.	 VOLv2.d sake za M ,asItelp floe site tot 
vobosso stoW 1W Ike oloid pometr3tiag senesre; *is.weoe sad ser. Goad 
- s.çcrt is available 100.11. 4 
5.5 kiltcn. Sattosab Put. The U.s. Gsol.otoal Bar vow bee bed 
• 1 r.a at iessarok pbe to this lomUtr for mW years sit ham built 
t	 so iz'eoitvo c'zbsr St ssa.etLa of fiald	 ioaetary reas.. 
attest. This body of date deserves to be ssst.4 by spassoraft data. 
Cleats set Ito bio.pe are 	 ks3 to be delstss4cot to a tot of 
5.6 Pisesoti ILU• Modec. This alroular, VOU-bwA featais 
idiat.3p eo
	 St its Amsdam border is of so3spts 5olst as so 
lava field.	 It extenstee	 is ieadt3 heated by its paç Is 
Gulf of Oulifosida end ebseed up well en Geatot pbo4spMby.
-.5 
S.? ftAor Itomlala, Vjeoft. £ eoie of folded asiUmAW 
roots 1* ithm Patten, tMs bruebed ammollam, ses as as 
.W.tors1 torot with swiSs sor4sto of es4ttarr rciais 	 *we 
veil	 iso4. )tsd of a bests reois aoik is lses
	 osoisto far 
this tsrst poottilleg 51 eensiiset baot to 55517 sisots sessed toOtolitses. 
55 904rlu*Am wrelftra, Irsoti, This Is so an at 
awbAlb w" sod wools serve to provide an area of it 	 sa vega4a%sa 
is sot d	 sod #.as rook oto. are gut. A hirp ke.beut to 
• sen,00a aftlev is ala tsr Ibis lost sLip,
5.9 Osotiosotol "Am. Ooatlaintsl sorgiss skesid be scrotisisod 
- for' possible water resootoos sotsrtsg Its ass, VR OSW ,idbia by tomporatare osotrasts sod sbeald sppser as lofrored sod alerosos 
ritiosetry data. 
Is oloetog, a bebIs at assaIl is porbulated for sealed. otasad tr, 
ebosiog Ike ssos St aviate witi.Iiatsd sod lbs paobsklo sot at 
tiesretuirid for each event (tiger. 19). 
lssasassft Prsa - 1w saM4 at 
A we year mission Oigbt vosy veil be na is toot too-week
	 be Is 
like edventog. of as eaaas1 cheeps tot Its son-pologis sissiplicee. 
Pot Ike 10610916 test sites, so roi that the basis too-seek 
troth reØsso at the previoso ss.tion be tollswed. 
ba ost kelp but vender vtst hs,.Z St rosobotisa Side sotiotpal.a 
reosivieg at this allude with the poosent generation St sensors. We
ask also U it idgbt bej011ibla to sotodote a ite Psostig operstiso 
be 
a 
SIAM I6711l. 
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Truth Il.._ata	 rt 
. 0. 8. Siaoestt 
U.jv,raity of lass.. 
Iatrndestils 
The .twegbas is not £ presain4 problem in the collection of radar date a. it 
1. with other sensor.. Air tcratur's I. unimportant, so are ground t.era-
totes swept ies dealing With trussn pound, snot and ice, for iiiob oiject 
tcratwo s.arwots used to be obtained. Atmospheric particles (dust, 
inter impor, etc.) including clouds have virtually no effect, nor is the level 
of natural background radiation of .igcUtoanoe. 
Moupeer, with I-band radar (v,iv.lgths of about 3 us) light to underate rain- fall of the order of .2 an per hour 411 produce attanustion in the rang. 1 to 
3 du which is of the order of the inherent uncertainty sean is fully calibrated 
sy.t. Pinally, totafarsocs from pound and airborne radars and ome W8 and VW sygtow my occur. Thu., with the euception of cbnce occurrences of intr-
farsacs and for the relatively rare occasiow bthen r.tnfal1 rates eucead approx. 
it.Xy 3 db attenuation, ground truth observations regarding the weather be oorfised to hoiaf visual reports of conditions. Data on attenuation by rain-
fall may be obtained frus Xocrs and disoneti (1967). 
In evaluating uaitifr.qnsncy, polypolarisad radar it Is essential that both 
carefully-000trollsd ground sites and est.ni.d sites be available. Detailed 
esres.ota have been sods by Coagriff, P.tk* and Taylor (1960) and Peaks, 
gisgier, and Schultz (1966) using truc-nountsd r. squipoant. Th.e.aM 
staler .ta. by Lien (1965) and otbirs at the U.S. 11at.rmya !xpertoert 
Station, Vicksburg, )isei.sippi, are 411009 the wet carefully controlled studios 
oounarbtng radar r.ture from czop. and other materials. Houpius those sur.-
.sta are essentially 8oroeoale, the Illuminated area being only about a toot 
square. Ece they are not necessarily representative of data obtained fr,a 
aircraft or orbttal radars of very different resolutions. present studies at 
selected test sites attempt to achieve ocuporeble results, but on a macro or 
aircraft seal., by considering the nature of the radar return is relatively 
large are" as obtained with aircraft radars. As an easepis, the ground truth 
data collected at Garden City, hots. (*&8&4eC Teat Site lo. 76) may briefly 
be described throughthe factor. Which cost Influence the radar rstot.s 
1 • Surface roughness to the order of 1/10 of the radar up,elocgth 
2. C.usstry of the surface of the objects illn,daat.4 
3. Dt.l.ctri. properties, isolading noudectivity, persitivity, and resis-
tivity of the tileatonted surface 
4 Polarisation aM,aotarietice of the surface 5. R&dAw incidence angle on the surface being illuminated (fur this factor, it is very icrtsnt to acquire boresigbted obliges and/ce vertloal
Promentstloa by Jules 7rL.n, 
(?ert not available for printlet

to ttn&1 dociect)
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• To .iapufy the analysis of the s(f.ot of caly the.. ssi.otad variables 
an radar rstora signal
 slawmgth, it has been destrahin to riduci
 ertain 
taneo.usanUy complicating f.ctors for the early studies. This ha. bean 
• aselisbsd by selectionof a test sit. etieb *tniaiasd soil tj'p. 
 differences and effects of slops, and maximisen the rane of other 
vastabi...
	 Such is the oa., of the agricultural toot sit. at G.rdso City, 
lsas.	 Is this area there are o'er 400 fields for which data ale 
• .oUs.t.d at the time of
 radar cartli#t.. Tbm area was chosen beau5e 
tulSa as's generally large, slopes ax. extrLy (anti., soil, ax. ucUoa, 
both S.yisod and irrigated oropping is practiced, and there 1. an.. 
• di,sr.it of crop typs., agricultural tseb.iq.ss, and solatw. owditions. 
Other .tt.s ehosan by the onivoretty of lansas to rov1ds stItil 
umvirsst.l Sat. include (all data collected by CUS p.r.cansl) i 
1.	 Iassfiy Neantair., Oregon (IASA4l Tact Sit. So. 159) - This 
test site eboe,o in order to maine forestry and natural vegetation 
conditions.	 Landform (5.usurphic) analysis also important. 
2,	 L..rasios, Kansas (XASL418C Toot Site So. 55) - Chem b.ca,ae 
of Its proximity to the Oaiv.retty of k.anses.
	 This site mold.s 
examination of urban and rural, settlement p.tt.roa, agricultural, and 
•broadleaf woodland conditions.
	 A geology subsits Is located near
Lrso..
	 The geology aubsite has been napped in detail by the (.nsas 
Oaolngiosl Surrey both for the geology sod for various .ovtrtsl factor. (soils, vegetation, land-we, etc.) 
3.	 Wichita. Ian,.. Soil Strip (ItsI.4C fast Site Ia. 35) - Chasm 
because it is an area of diver., soil types and I. covess4 with a oorb.r 
of r.osct soil surveys. 
Cronod truth of these sit.. consists .iopi.y of doostir,g the cultural 
and natural 1aM.-ns. patterns. In san, oases radar corner reflectors 
would be valnabi* as VANIM s to ,+h1.h 10.7 locations, aid is uniquely flat areas or recently plod fields stereo groand
 photographs or 
idororaltef prefiX.s say be obtained (IDe latter with a simple profile 
i.r). 
CroonS truth aerrsutly ooiisotad at Osidse City, Kansas (M3&4M Toot 
Sit. So. %) by CM psrsm.lt 
1. Nepi of f 1sld buwSeris. bave bean made from A9CS ls20,lO scale 
• aerial pbotoii. Than* field sapi have been	 ID the field and 
modified to fitconditions. 
2. All field data I. plotted an the field mago. 
a. All field data Is ooIlootsd an either*5e of thee. 5-2 
000rt road. located one idIs apart. The lsogth of each of the theei lest strips 1. 16 idles	 An sldittl f1igh its, is located '4-.g3 
.-	 ----	 -------
asrisi pb.kgrap comongs tly with Um radar dat.) 
Surf...s with a rob—s is.. than 1/10 of the re4w Wavelsegm iI'.0 
app.s, ..0otb (dark Si,.. an politiws lso(si.p)
 its tdat w.v.lwgth. BCWWSr, each surface, Akre relatively rar, for anat radar friia.js., bats5 zlprsssotid oc3 by placid water or oth M1, I so aria & 1601,14 sicp.. (as at toe liriou1tia1 last sit. at OarS.. OL), we Sn •nt44S •1...t *	 - -	 - 
U	 Pty Viii oant.tb.&t. anb.tmotiaily todiffursoos. ID radar reborn, 
Cthsr faotos affecting radar return, sanh a. aorta.e penag&eUmn and 
radar pal rtiatlan are not yet fully understood ad an contributing factor, eat sasily Identified. Relatively litti.eson-Matmen puasb.atiso is .ebi.v.d with blIb freqcsnoy radar such as L.b..d radar. 
Variation in the .isctrjosj propsrtt.. of ta.sl objects ouab
	 disisotriaoanatant, conductivity, ste., will also affect the rsn
 signal strength. Altbcu5hasmooth water surf..e tinds to not Ua a apeid_ar reflector, 
r.tomID4 littie energy to the ant., rover land areas wbiob an japlat (such as soils which ha,e been r.osotl,y watt.d by irrigation) say wovihe 
a stronger return than adjacent dry soils it all other thia( are acbsojsd.. This stronger return I. tbsor.tioally attributable to diZtsr..ø,. ID dielectric po'opsrti.., arising from the Doistura is the soil. SIA,S,Sr, all other thugs are not unchanged, and the 'soothing of the soft"
 iicb 
.oejem irrigationmayaetwaii.y lowerthe radar return. Ocossqorsitiy VowS condition aboold.ai.o be monitored. 
Radar signal Inoidanog
 eagle and look-diraction as's other varisbi., 
influencingradar rater.. 11cr. asperisants are nasdsd to accurately dssurtbe, their if1csow.
- on a	 a sioro-rcI*buas., crop geciatzy, and disl.otrjo oan.t in a rtoultal as are intsaaibl. in ow Present state of wSarstanding. It Is nsossa.r,, thar.f or., to "I"t 00"W" whleb are both related to or A" partial surrogates for the sotnal parsantam which infls..,s
 the radar return • would be r'sl.tivs]j &tla to obtain in thm field at the tlem 
a radar o.rf1iht. For example, 
1. Crop type, hidt, acistan'. contant, and atgs of $ecsth. 2. I1cisture owtsnt of lb. soil at s.verai dsptb.. ito. 3. Netbod of land preparation., molding 010Ml..5, raw directions, 
4. Pseosut of ground ucw.. ..i by vegetatian, measured at the radar Incidence sogl.. 
The ralati,e ioparbso0 of each of the s.i.otid paztess NOW than be 
statistically 4stsr.J,4 through so analysis of .o-'.risooe.
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ore collected sad ilidid in the crop sla. The percent of eatstws 
in each siep]e is calculated at the MENSON State University igricuitural 
Ixp.rIisnt Station at Garden Qty by oven-drying the easpise and using 
the following foxs.ia to obtain a percentage: 
met vat	 v.iikt ico - 
f. Soil sle. are taken of e.ar]3 an bare fields and 
in scat fields sr the crops. Stiodard soil siepling cans are filled, not p.oksd, with soil taken at the surface (0 to 3 1/2 Inches). 
To data, ouly the higher frequency radar Nye— hews .ec.ssfuliy 
acquired data at Garden City and relatively little soil-surface pscetre 
ilea is achieved, becos o moisture data hasbean lisitad to the range 
0 In. to about 3 1/2 IncheS. However, when luger wavelength syttias 10o.sifully acquirs data at Gordon City, it IN aettoipeted that soil moisture data wili be acquired at these-inch incrt5 r to 12 1/2 
Oven dry weight was d.tçelned by placing the soil seeplea in an oven 
at a t.ratSre of 105'C notil they lost no anTs water- A volsaetrtc 
%ecb.14s. is need to establish a ae of soil anistswe, since a 
vale obtained from percent by weight varieS iS the bulk density of the 
soil varieS. The volee of the cans used are 475 cc, end the formula for 
ocapstiag the ioie.tric ae.swe* of percent moisture is: 
Vot 
_yeiabt - dry v.ltht z 100 11% 475 cc 
g. Mdttival field d.ti are noted such as: 
(1) Stage of crop grvth (maturity) (2) State of the crap (parched, diseased, weedy - won-
cultivated, etc.)(3) Irrigated or ,-irrtg'ted (with appraxisate Irrigetbco date of reosutly.ir?igiitid fields) (4) Crop row direction (5) Other cipificant iftiu5 (6) Cloddtireea of the nrface, ostIs.ted and photographed for establishing ss..ts of cloddbaU5. 
Groal Truth	 t' to canort aZ Gee 5jalito 
Z2zapilç_acterifttot 	 Baisting contour U" 
Fth a	 oo outoor int.reel ers normally adequate for thu perposo.
& 20-tout ocotoer tht.ruei is barely acceptable. 
- ganevel, s,eiege roaeie 1.0* thanA/W (1110 
waveleogtb) is not sipi.ticent In affecting the radar retoru. Ruvgtesesa greater then tote effects the scattering of the transiitted pubs end 
hernia the s.gnitnde of the return signal, dapeoding on the degree of 
of this raughoses. 
to the 14 road.. £ short flight line located over the smidn r Of the Garden Citf, Lou" )8icip.1 £irpert p.ovid.. calibration data for the .o.tteast,e. 
Is. Crop type is ressordall
 itf bstgbt measured and noted The height roord.d is an averag, of at least thee. Ind.pend*t 
esaotite recorded at least 80 feet from the adjacent zva. 
a. Percent ground covered by vt*t4ne is estimatedand acted. 
Vi.tl eeUs.tl of percent groissd coverago is based co preytoot 
studios which involved taking 35an ground photogra$' of crop. In itoh field doing several 1*31 snoanrad side-looking Index (m.a) sfad.oe.. During theee alasico., poundhatographs were taken of the crop in 
each field with the ora .l.seat.d about twelve feet end stand at the 
las. =910 GA the anan incident radar base. A grid vu, than placed over 
the resultant enlarged photcgxa,.h, and percent of ground covered was 
calculated. After a larg. ff1. of photographs representing easli incremental et.pe in percent cover Of vsrl.00a crop. vue obtatn.d, the Photographs v.re taken into the field during later wi.aieas 
.ctis.t.@ e.00wat. to * ta', percent could readily be sad.. 
d. Average crop acietoro percent is caiculat.d for the crop In seal, field. The procedure for obtaining this information tea. folio.,
(1) Sorghums Ten or awe haves rendotly selected from 
several plants are taken, .l.oug with a 9=10M hoed and portico of a ateik. All ,eiçi. are placid in a eingle pl..atic bag and sealed, end 
the Bawls U."tion Acted. 
(2) Corns Tbo saepil.n( proo.chne is similar to that of 
sorghum - ears and taseolg
 are s&epled if the crop is it that etege Of growth.
(3) Sir Beet., This plant 1s sanentially leaf and root. Saepl.a of tell or sore liar.d in the early sieges of p.'th, isd five 
or .ix at maturity are reniotly taken and inaind.d as cos saspie for that 
field. The samples axe sealed in a plastic bag. 
(4) Wheat, Sudangra.. and Alfalfa, Aggrot1s.te33 tie 
rendot outtingu of thee, are taken. If wheat and S'salarigr.aas are bsa&ad, several heads are incisdad with the etalbe. LU are .eal.d In a plastic lag. 
(5) Pastor., stubble, or wsedez Rap s.ees.tstiv. saopiag of the vegetative cover was tehess for each field end inoisded as a aIngle .aeple of that field. 
.. An aaapl.s axe collected at least 60 feat Into the field to 
•llalnete sxtrac.ou. effects on the field s.rgins or moar the real. If field, of czop. are at least 33% vessly, zspu...tattvi saispise of the vied.
p
The radar wavelengths which are being or will be used in our studies Sr. given below. 
Wright-Patterson (Avionics Aircraft)	 3,000c	 SAM	
Ima
 
	
(8,9lcac	 3.4ea Naval Research	 .I 4,45Oo	 6.7c.	 lea I4ar Im.g.r. Laboratory	 I l,4Seo	 24 on	 2ca 
	
..428ao	 an	 7.
NASA4C	 16,Socac	 .18010 	
.01t 
NAA-MSC	 40c	 75 on	 7. Son - Hadar Soatt.rt.r 
Ertreaely rough curiae.., presenting many fines to the trane.itt.d pulss 
within the confines of a singie rings resolution patch, act in some 
degree (weak or strong) as Lambert Liv scattsers. However, to our 
knowledge, only dense evergreen forests act as strong Lambert Law .cattererc, 
though gravel baje4as andealava at Pisgah Crater, California appaceob this. 
Most surface., it will be appreciated, ire essentially rough surfaces for 
the short-wavelength systems. 8ven a pond lightly stirred by the brie,. is rough. An abzQlutely still pond at dam may be smooth 400uo to be a 
specular reflector to all frequencies normally in use. 
Heruirements - In areas which are totally or almost completely vegetation 
free, oblique and vertical ground stereo photographs ahocid be obtained 
which indicate the nature of the micro-relief. Scales should be included 
on all photographs. In addition rendom microrelief profiles using a 
device comparable to that used by Dr. Timothy Whitten and asaciat.e or 
that by Dr. L. F. Deilvig of the University of Kansas should be used. 
The DeUwig device is designed so that microrelief at lea intervals -i 
be obtained at a series of randomly designated .it., on each litbol.ogy. 
The bases for randomization should follow standard statistical design, 
of the type employed by Dr. Timothy Whitten at Pisgah Crater. 
The operation of the Protimoneter is simple. It is loosened over the 
sample sits. Thin metal rods drop ad sake contact with the ground. 
All are than clamped with butterfly nuts at both ends, laid flat on white paper and the ends lightly sprayed w ith spray paint to give a microrelie! 
shadow. The shadow is thin a permanent record of the microrelief at the given sits. 
Profilo.eters say be mede also with 0. Sea center, as well as 1.0cm centers 
for the thin (1.5 A l , ter) rods. Our present Profilometer is on lea 
centers. Our next one would be an 0.5= osnt.sie and we recommend the close, 
spacing as giving a better control on sicroreli.f. 
The micro-roughness problem is exceedingly difficult to beadle in the 
field. Our solution, of using stereo ground photographs (with anal.), 
together with the Profileaster, falls far short of the reqdrts for
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proper theoretical treatment of the data. It is a counsel of desperation, 
MI the ideal. However, we osxiot ask geologists to obtain measurements 
of microrelief accurate to 3e. on Z-!-Z 000rdinatee over distances of 
meters in the field. 
Ground vertical and ground oblique photographs should be taken where 
any vegetation occurs so that in estimate of the total percent of groced 
cover my be made. Oblique photographs should be taken at an angle 
of 450 it possible as in the photography below. Color slides or Polaroids 
are appropriate to accompany blackand white 35ea). It is most important 
that a copy of the best available recent air photos accompany the 
geologic sap when sent to other investigators. 
Sfrnotural Qbrect3ristius - A geologic way with structural symbols is essential 
baekgruucd information as are geologic cross-sections. Sub-surface contour 
aspe as a geologist ordinarily thin kS of them are unnificessary, though materials 
very shallowly buried (a foot or so) may ce coupled by shallow angering. 
If isopech eape are required by other investigators we would not ignore the., 
for we can sake useof them. More desirable would be a measured section. 
Sinee	 h of our interpretation will hinge on the quality of the geologic 
mapping it is essential that the best talent available be used for field 
mapping and reporting. 
Veathersd Larer (Overburden) Cbexactristios - It is appropriate to delineate the thtces. and extent of en overburden and to note the 
composition of soil types found in an area as pert of the normal routine 
of geologic mapping. No special effort at accurate measurte of 
d.ptha, etc., need be med, 
If field study coincides with the timeof a radar flight the moisture 
contact in the surface balf-Inoh and the leper 3 to 3 1/2 inches from, the 
surface should be determined on a percent by VULM (SOT by weight) basis 
at l,ast in random triplicate for eiuh soil. type. If no radar flight 
occurs this information may be ignored. Where information is avzi)sble 
on the clay minerology this will be veleab]e but is not essential. The 
texture of the soil as given by percent *mod. silt and clay would be 
desirable but is not vital. A normal soil field texture determination (e.g. silty clay loam) is adequate. The direction and angle of slope 
at any point sampled should be noted together with notes on superficial,
coverings of alien material (i.e., sand ito.). 
closic Cheract.ristios - Ifdata is collected at the time of a radar 
flight the presence and depth of dry or wit scow should be noted. The 
of the e.w au the time of the study should be obtained. (Hadar 
penetrate. 021 'ow very veil.) 
Veset&tion - The type, eta., lis-fnr., height, and lifs-stage should be 
WW even when vegetation is very pax..e Lyon our so-.cafled laver 
______ on earth are he no means ,meetatie. froa. Vita high resolution
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Laboratorydielectric measurements are notmade i.e a routine .srvtc. (with appropriate fee) by any Individual or agency as yet. 
.4 1ati	 -	 - We would like Information on albedo eqt$r 
in all vavelinitba ave.ile.ble as a function of angle of Incidence.	
This 
in evaluation of the radar information is not a significant perimeter 
wish to build ng data on the relations bebieefl 
.1
g,
 
but because vs 
..lbsdo and radar return for .rperienOe in working with comparable 
mar relations.
flecently NAdA43C 
Miecion	 was town	 eou'.hern Pevfcondland to gather 13.3 GHa data.	 Prior to the aiaton, a meeting was held 
.ostt.rceetir/Sea_Itats 
at )6C to establish among other things what kind of ground truth measure- 
are required for this kind of experiment- 	 At the meeting it was ments 
decided that the method of wale and wind speed end direction hindc*ntlDg Willard Pierson of Now Tech University is a ropriate for 
epldyed by Dr. 
ground truth at a wave studs sits.	 'Hindeasting' gives esttiates of 
wave 
height of the desired accuracy and repeatibility for scatteroneter/See- - 
rr-ua 
? stats experiments. 	
Hoverer, adequate hlndcsstiflg dpds on inputs 
many vessels at sea. 
I
Suggested alternatives for the inputs ares 
1.	 Wave staff measurements such as those at Argun Island, Bermuda. 1 
P The wave 
staff could he of the continual recording type or visual obser-
missionvations could be noted during the time of a 	 . 
2.	 Shipborfle wave height recordings elmer of the ccutlnt*l recording Ship location would be preferet1.7 at variety or by a trained observer. 
end of flight tins but if net feasible, somewherealong the wind fetch. i
3 •	 Airborne profiles such as that currently mounted in a Navy LS1'S should fly alas-by-side with the NASA- 
aircraft.	 Profiler equipped aircraft ft,	 ideal sittion would be to have & profiler )GC rt.e sensor eircr.	 a the 33.3 CHi and .4 C.11s mounted in the RASA-C P3 aircraft along with 
Frequency   the profiler must be different then that of L . .catt.rosetet5. the scattcrt*T o as not to crts VI(interference). PmfLer5 cannot the wave spectra for high be used at the low altitudes needed to obtain 
vindx and seas, because of safety considerations. 
of single camera stereo photography for ground truth 
• The acquisition purposes appears to ho infeasible for the following reasons, 
1.	 Since the Ocean is conutnusliy
,
 moving the m&ximt. cyole tics 
be	 the order of 4 cecouds (i.e., for stereo photography would need to	 on it take. approzlmetely 4 seconds for a vane to form and break no that 4 sec	 sport a art would not indicts toe stereo photos taken sore then 3 or
as 
some of the effects of vegetation can be filtered out, but inspection of 
ground photographs of Pisgah Crst.r, for e asg ia, sham Wall vegetation 
of sprawling t*btt which will be tooleded vii -silly with rooks with 
most sensors, including 
Lithoiic Cberaot.risties - rs1lcrrtiss - Mat" on the density, 
porosity, perseability and texture, and preferred orientation of pains, jointing, shattering, are eppropriatu. It the rooks are free of 
vegetation and the overburden is lees than 6 inches thick, a full 
aegasoopto description should be made • It is assumed that a suite of 
rocks will be collected for later stedy, and that detailed laboratory 
Study will be carried out as proven necessary. 
Some of the radar syst..s we are studying have the property of recording 
polarized and cross-polarized return signals. Polarization and crc..-
polarization say be sensitive to anistrop7 in minerals, layering in rooks, 
alikensliding, etc., as well as being sensitive to the direction of a 
dielectric slab (etch as trees versus a sprawling crop). 
Dielectric Proceti.g - Permittivity and conductivity both affect the 
radar return signal. Permittivity Is dependent at least in part on 
transmitted wavelength and strongly influences the reflecting properties 
of a eurfaoe In the wavelengths we are using. Conductivity in these 
son frequencies affects mostly attenuation of the signal. 
P.rsittivity and conductivity are closely related to the contained water 
content of rooks and their mineralogy. Published values of the dielectric 
for rocks indicate such overlap within the igneous and metamorphic grange 
and even some asdimentaries overlap the former in emit.. 
However, as a general rule sedimentary rocks have higher conductivity 
than low-wat.r igneous types, usually well outettis the extaum range 
of the latter. It U worth noting also, that such of the variation ii 
dielectric within a single Igneous rook type probably relates substantially 
to alight variations in contained (Including telluric) water. 
In short, differences in dielectric prcperties are not likely to be a 
reasonable heats for specifically diutinguiebing between say, as or paheebeo 
law" with radar. Their variations say be signLtfteent at -- wavelengths. 
If data is being collected at the ties of a radar flight it would be 
eppraIaz f .- field geologist, to obtain in triplicate on inch Uthol.ogy 
some cccductivity measurements for the surface rock or .011, rollovIng a 
atand*rI procedure. At other times judgsseot should be used. At Pisgah 
Crtier, for example, to determine conductivity soon after a rein would 
be a vests of time. 
Permittivity cannot reasonably be determined In the field mod is emovedlagly 
difficult on soils. Consequently only solid rock .ales 6' z 2' x 2' 
should be collected end packed in plastic begs In airtight tel bows 
for laboratory dielectric measurets.
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the true geometries of the waves). For an ordinary- metric mapping oseara 
with a 6..inoh l.i and 60% overlap, cycle times on this order of magnitude 
would be most difficult to echis,e unless the aircraft flee at very lee 
altitudes (approximately 1000 feet). At this low altitude in high winds 
and sees the soatteretev data is degraded and severe turbulencejould 
partially or folly exceed the stabilization Units of the oax* system; 
himo., distortion problems. Such distortions are expansive to resove 
during photogrstzio processing, but the resulting processed tcgreghy 
is of questionable value without it. Than there would be the question of 
ti 	 w.*. involved with transforming and stereo plotting a large 
ease of stereo photo data, almost regardless of eltitud.. 
Another factor should be considered in regard to stereo photo acquisition. 
Scatt.rt.r/sea-stat. data acquisition experiments are designed to fly 
at the highest altitudes practical for the aircraft involved in order to 
average over a large enough area to encompass the full spectrum of the 
waves. This means aircraft altitudes, according to present )9C aircraft 
car Jities, in the rang. 12,000 - 35,000 feet. At theee altitudes it 
is s1.t certain that ond.roeat conditions would prohibit acquisition 
of et.reo-tcgraphy. And the cycle rates are prohibitive. 
Bi-static or side-lap stereo photos in which two aircraft, esh carrying 
a single sapping casera and flying side-by-side could provide the necessary 
stereo photos. The r.aifications of mission planning in this regard are 
almost without sod.
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In summary, than is no single staple accurate solution to obtaining 
ground truth for the wave spectra of the ocean. Any decision is a 
compromise sod the location of the site in relation to available AS 
and lAde aircraft, shipping lines and so on are factors to be considered. 
Ground Truth for Sea or Lake Ice Studies - The following data is required 
to support either ie.ging or scatterceeter studies: 
1. Vertical pen sinus blue air photography, 60% and lap 
2. Ice and snow t'nst,we measurements at several depths (surface, 1 foot, 2 feet, etc.) 
3. Ice and snow contained acieture .nesw-e.ente at sese depths 
4. Borings to determine depth of too and anew. For .catteruest.r 
studies at least three borings should be made in each ice type 
studied, preferably up to 10 borings in each Ica type. 
Ground Truth for Si Death Studies with Radir - The following data is required 
to support snow depth and moisture content studies with multi-frequency anitA-
polarization radar scatteroa.ter and igtrg syat: 
1. Vertical pen sinus blue air photography, 60% sod lap 
2. Snow eot.tme content temperature, and depth measurements at depths cf 0", 6". 12", 180 , 24", 361 , 481 , 60" etc. 
3. l8iire feasible 'niti-frequency,
 transponder systemo my be employed in acno cases at rte sites. Howa,er, such a systemis warranted 
only for experimental evaluation t f scow depth penetration.
.4 
1 1 A larger number of oceanographic overflight cit.s bar, been .elected 
by *AYOAJO to extend the sensor fetribility investigation, to 
..
 a 
greater variety of oceanographic conditions .	 Overflight sit"selected to dat. Are:	 (s) Gosis Bay (Lebisdor), (b) Columbia 'ive, Youth (Oregon), 
P	 4 o Mississippi Delta	 agtoc (?eiaiaoa), (d) Florida Strait. (Florida), e Bar, Mrs (310-32°I and 71 -720W), (t) GulfStr,en (off Bos. ; p	 Grand Beebe (off Beofa"-.'I), and (b) Baffin Bay (west of Greenland). 
For the overflight •lt.., surface data acquisition 1s arranged with 
.4 oceanographIc &sipe-of-cpportlLity operating In the at"capabl. & 
being correlated with the planned aircraft or spac.cratt overflight. 
..4 () Special Purpo.. Sites - Sit., which contain one particular feature, ususlip' In a react. are.. 
The availability of concurrent surface data is improbable over the Special Purpose Situ, end interpretative techniques are the primary seen. of 
: evaluating the data.	 Little or no bistcrine]Jolinatio data is sat1h1. These sit.s are selected as required or determined as the opportunity 
..rtses to coordinate aircraft flight, over particular dynsaio oceanographic 
festures such as various sea state condition.. 
Becae,e of the n.ica.ssry requirement of relating surface parameters to Yots senior 1at atu,e.e c,]j5af3	 sito functions will be the baste 
content of this report. 
1 The surface equipment raan.4.iI for support of various arena of Mre.tiga.. 
ISite 
tiom is outlined in Table 1 for each of the Calibration Sit".
	 Calibration Site description., functions, end requirements a., discussed below. 
De.orintiona 
•
Anus 1a1
	 (Barwa) - Argue Island is a Ta tow.r'-typo structure. 
Tb. tower is located aprozIsetely fl all.@ southwest of Bess.4a atop Ple.ntagat Beck, which is a large sea soisxt to the scutheest of the Bsewea island.. This oceenographic
	 has been platform	 used by the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Of rice since let. 1961 for data collection and instrumentation development purpose.. 
An snee around
	 tower bas been designated a. mo of the fen1	 t. —..1 a tart ut.s for testing reants sensing instruments for the purpose of 
- dstsre&cicp their applicability to measuring and investigating prose oceec-
'. ogrophic paraaeters from	 fli	 aircraft. The pareeat.re which bear. 
cl^-	
.
been and am be investigated at Argus Island Are those which are directly 
or indirectly related to the fol l owing areas of interest: 
,. 1.
	 sea State 
2. Surface t.rature 
3.	 Volcanic activity 
4 4. Air-sea Interaction 
5.
I
Became of the water dlpthi present, deep water wave cai..tbrations cen be 
perforasd it Argus Island with	 srative sass. Considerable ease s.&ght/ 
I tidal #'pousr apectrva data W been collected at this sit.. The rite, bevar,
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Goesanaranhin Groam Truth 5emflX.I 
IL. .7. lot"—.—d .7... I.. Zaitioff 
g acreft Oceaar,IthT Proi 
U.S. Naval OO..nOgre1c Office 
This rot discussed the state, end r.quirents for oceanographic test 
sites involved in the Spacecraft Oo anographic Project, United States 
oceanographic Office. 
In consonance with the BASA Berth Beaoerce, Survey Progres Plan, a series Of sxperlaeota arebeing conducted employing various rte eeesora. The 
current effort of the Spacecraft Oceanography Project under the NASA Program 
i.e directed toward program and instrussnt dafinitlofi and the u of aircraft 
for determining sensor feasibility and instiaot development and else specs-
creSt expwiments leading to eventua
l
 Operational Syst
ems in earth orbit. 
The North Resources Survey Progrea is utilizing a number of teat siteS si, a 
scans of calibrating sensors and providing 'ground truth'* for essesuasut 
of airborne or spacecraft censors. Matters p.rtaioing to test cites are 
governed by the Teat Site and Aircraft Cittee of the Natural Resources 
Prop-
Several teat sites have b.so selected for oceanographic purposes. The 
general locations of there altec are abeun to Figu 1 • The selection 
of .it.s has bean based on oceanographic pbennOo desired to he aeasure.d 
and the availability of the critical req'4teote needed to provide adequate 
ground truth data. The oceanographic teat sites are catagortied esi () 
calibration site., (2) overflight sites, (3) 3pecie.1 purpose sites. 
(i) Calibration 5us$ - Sites with	 oceanographic data available. These .it.* are Instrumented end .anuad to pz ride correla-
tive environmental ground truth. They provide culti-purpoel exwirocaantal 
sensor test facilities. 
Three calibration test sites have been selected by the Navel Oceanographic 
office (NAfDCU) for their vcrsity of oc.anorePb.iC properties, which 
are cor.sidrrcd soitebi. for evei.nat.tng the various airborne censors under 
•	 surface conditions. Theao sites sees (a) argue Inland (Bermuda), (b) Point Barrow (Alaska), end (a) Scripps Area (Scuthern California). It is intended that calibration site overflights will haip .,alcat, the aircraft 
rte sensors ender known envtrOnOtal oonditibn and not just to gather 
large amount at oceanographic date.. 
(2) Overflight Sited Sites containing en* or sore special ocieno- 
graphic features. Surface data will be obtained on an o?portunttY beets. Sam Isiatnrtaai/oUtt data of atlas type are available.
I 
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lucks for the east part, the wide vori,	 of nsa-stats conditions desired _______________ - This alto offers OA optimumlocation for the Instrumentation directed tovurd eeeaig for a	 . artsnsive sensor seaitien sssh en elgbt bs obtaisd owes
.	 sea-lea distributisos and associated	 .fac cactintiuc the rove" Berth Atlantic wetsre. lb. Argue teluod site provide. sea- In addition to the wide v"Ifftr of tetlirater/eacv land Interfaces, tint stat. conditions, priesriLy swells, MFWIM from 1w to moderat.. The are present In this urea, ecosidarabie ecie.titio/technical/laboy
 psre.1 sit, also offers suitable tarus variation. for calibration as the c well as facilities are povided by the Arctic Research I bortto, (Am.) 
vats" pans sorons the shoals. 	 The deapar colder water., dontr.g each under contract with the Office of Ravel Research (ZR). pasags, are forced op and six	 se the book to present a cold. area 
ucly ideal for surface temperature oelilsatlmso. lbo utility of the two general ovens of inveetigatioss are considered at this site. These ares 
sit, for Investigation of volcanic activity by the rotate sensor to 
qiastioriabi.. 	 The area has 	 quiesosut for a long period of time and __________________________	 gecgaspbiecl #111010
•	 both temperature anomalies and out-gassing traces are not anticipated -	 eetaciie	 for thna	 a todd. (a) the off-chore q.e for futove calibration a,ert1S1lt.. about the Laborntor7 which is located at 710 	 ' X lat.,	 - 
_____ 
Mace Island Inat..cotetico V. courseng., (b) a narrow etrip of 30.-WO atlas long frRIa Pt. Borrow at a course at 050 true, (o) an equivalent ir true, ntrip at	 and (d) the 
floating los-icieM, 1-3 (fletcher'. Inland). The types of equipment currently available and utiltuol at Argue Island 
for purposes of the roots sensor calibration program are outlined 2. MWMM MMAN andI	 Mater/les/$aci, intsrfoce8i.s - below. The geapbina1 areas established for thee. investigations molds (a) 
Inatr.it	 Parsata Measured and (b) above. 
3	 W.v. staff	 W.v.0 Re.2552h ?ac1lit4 	 - Scientific, technological, and labor sapport for 
2Anemometer	 Wind speed and direction Arctic research Is provided by ARt... The Laboratory Is located about 
•	 3. Thamistor	 Ssa and air teapsratore four sties north of Barrow, Slacks, and about six sties south of Pt. 
4. Tide geog.
	
Was Barrow. 
5.	 Current Rotor	 Correct speed 
6. Current direction eennor	 Current direation -	 The principal role of ARt. to to provide all facilities and services for 
SaLl- radiation research to scientific fields related to the Motto ouvtrmet, This 
S.	 jvtto net tnaldoe both support of laboratory otodien per so end logistic services 
radiometer	 Net total raltetion to field parties. 
9. Bate, acquisition syst,. • 
•	 10.	 Hurricane recording At sea, ARt. operates con major dz 	 tine reesurob station, ?letchars to. 
•	 "Stem - Island, or ?-3.	 On the inland are emplaced ee.i-poLant, well-equipped ;	 laboratory ad boceing facilities, and an airstrip, upon which lading. 
In addition to the above principal instruments, the site can pruvidn: NW be	 e tear-ascend, weather psatttthg. the station in manned 
•	 (a) a gravity meter, (b) depth .ockder, (c) buoy earhexe, and (d).d.e 
15*555.	 A significant addition to the listed equipomtb is 
motor which can	 aaurt. to detende. • Scrinue Ars
 -conditions, 
Southern Calitorci site attires lsrg variety of 
oces ograpdo conditions, facilities, and favorable weather
	
it'= 
and aircraft	 ijii provided	 groeM_Sir radio oenioatien for evaluating the airborne (end opaceborna) reacto esonore. 
eyetem, at the lover. The c&.thratica site encompasses an extadsd a rea which includes specific 
The following we data presently availebI, at Argue Islandt locations for .its calibration effort.. 	 calibration arms that are Inolwisd in this site are, 
1. Wave height rsa.urssat. 
2. Carreat sas g ato -	 a. The esa-adre area arteading nortbird scea ten alias or so 
3.	 Tidal rang" -	 parallel to the coastline from the Ravel Rteutrcics Laboratory Tower off 4. Vied .pee and direction Itceice Beach to the Scripps Beach area north of Pt. Walla. This 
5. Sea and air tangeratcaea 7	 both e1lc.. ad fairly deep watsoa. The folicaing experimental ereu are 6. Solar radiation appl4-1lo to We areas 7. Mega.tic intensity -
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 0c.eathjg - 
Wind direction and velocity 
Water terate 
aortaee 
bottom 
batbythevangraph 
Water acoustical properties 
Tide ast.uree.nt. 
For the deeper water area, off San Clements, the r.wearcb vessel facillti.s 
sim arljfi ad by the Ellen B. Scripps. Sam of the equipment onboard for ground t'utb teaguiemanta include: 
llcach. 818 
8-1' ticroE radiometer on prow of boat 
Single element towed thermistor Anemometer 
Pbyscnronet.r 
Sbip-ii communications (4415.8 kc)
SIASM__________ - The pri.ary surface measurements required for see state 
aeasw-t Sr. wave height and tidal rangs measurements, wind speed and direc-
tion, statene photography and surface correct flow. 
The wave height and tidal range measurements at the surface can be satiefactorily 
made by instruments available at the site with the poseible exception of a ac.0 
radar to perform scattero.etry measurements, albeit at low gazing angles. 
The Wavy boat(MAC Ill), manned by technician., is availabi. to obtain data 
over any greater area or deeper waters near the alt.; it in noted that a ship-
board ware staff can be avaj]abie which has an accuracy of about t 6 inches; 
the method of adequately recording data from this anbile installation needs further determination. 
The anester installation at the Tower is sufficient for wind and direction 
measurement. In anticition of future requests by inv.etigators for a an?. 
extensiv* gathering of local wind data, several secondary sources of meteoro-
logical data can be ad. available. 'fret, data from the weatb.r station at 
tinley 118 can be obtained desplte the relatively long distance from Argos (approxint.ly 40 tile,). Second, a shipboard mount on the )ÜC III can be 
used to sake measurements about the iiind i this requires procurement of a portable acacaster for shipboard use. Third, a epa?,e array of moored, 
telseetering buoys could p.rfbrm such measurement at, say, three to five 
different locations about the site water, with recording oc.pletad at 'he Tower.
1. Surface Temperature )(.saort 
2. LOCation and Mapping of Lgehor. Currents 1 Shoreline and Beech Studies 
4. Bottom Detection by War. Befrtction and Color Tons* 
5. Laser Altit7 Calibration 
b. An area which is some 30..100 tiles off-shore, lying ...t of 
San Clemente Island and mouth of Santa Catalina Island. This area is 
suitable studyin the f.ilowing toes.: 
1. Surface Temperature Nsasureesnt Involving the Japan, Currant 
2. Biological Stollen 
The off-shore waters and coastal beach., of this area have been the object 
of Intensive research for fifty years. The Scripps Institution maintains 
continuous observations of many types, including tides, water temperatures, 
salinity, and weather, and has the capsoltr to undertake oompreb.nsive 
Inshore and beach surveys when desirable. 
The site is optioely situated to provide the .1	 control (ground 
truth) in oceanographic ad littoral processes. The large scale fsstur.a, 
as coastal sabaytents and a hoediand such as Pt. La.TdUa tight provide 
readily identifiable landmarks at orbital altitwl.s. 
The Scripps area site offer, a large number of facilities for the 
acquisition of ground truth data, including the Oceanographic Data 
Archive (approximately 500,000 8? observation.), a 1C00' x 20' pier, a 
number of research vessels, and smaller boats. 
Some of the significant data available at this site are the followings 
Tidal variations 
Tesperature 
surface 
bottom 
bathythermograph 
dual-wavelength IR ra4itry 0.5 - 4.5 aicroos; 2.0 - 2.4 
micron.) 
Salinity 
surface 
bottom 
Air temperature 
Wet and dry bulb tbentsr readings )Iaxioea and -inI.. daily temperature readings 
Wind velocity and direction 
Miltiple bathythertagraph rstdisj. 
- Ccet4,.'ous wave recording for short period of time 
Inshore bathe try and beech suiwey.
Some rorm of surface-based photoaphy is possible to oorrilate with the 
airborne sensor.. A 31 action or small, band-held framing teeny., while 
deemed to have a sodiumsignificance factor in this calibration, could 
provide Imagery to supplement the visual observations expected to be recorded 
in the surface logbook which should be maintained throughou'. the calibration 
effort. 
The measurement of surface current flow is included, pri.srily because of 
its availability at the site, but its value to the sea-state calibration 
remains to be clearly deter.insd. 
Surface Teenerature Measurements - Argue Island offers son* useful surface 
temperature distributions for calibration and evaluation for soma of lbe 
rte sensors considered by the Project. Surface measurement requirements 
Include reflectivity and emissivity, wind spend and direction measurements, 
surface temperature, current speed and direction, air te'erature and relative 
humidity measurement.. 
The surface calibration measurements emphasize obtaining atmospheric conditions. 
Air temperature and humidity measurement, at low level can be adequately handled 
by the equipment installed at the Tower; this can be supplemented by data taken 
by the weather station at Kinley 178, some 40 slice away. In addition, a 
hygrometer Is available onboard the NASA P3A which, by asking level runs at 
various fixed altitudes supplies vertical distribution data on air tperatura, 
water vapor and liquid moisture content. The Manned Spacecraft Canter at 
Houston (per L. Childs/ff. Toy) may be able to offer the use of radiosondes 
dropped from the P31. Two types are being investigated; (a) & Ma l i radiosonde 
which provides temperature profile, by telemetry to the aircraft and (b) a larger 
radiosonde which telemeters both temperature and pressure during descent and 
after surface contact releases a therittor giving water t.rature data that 
is telasetered to the aircraft; the latter offer considerable more needed data, 
and is preferred. 
A significant calibration measurement that is extremely complex is that of 
eatesivity/reflectivity of the perturbed ocean surface., as it applies to both 
the rte sensing infrared and passive microwave equipment.. The emoth surface 
case which can be more easily handled is not too informative. For this reason, 
a broad band TB radiometer with appropriate filters mounted on the tower is 
suggested as a useful piece of surface equipment which may be utilized. An 
equivalent Tower mount of a passive microwave radiometer should be noted that 
at the short ranges involved, the error, introduced by slide-lobes my be 
extremely troublesome in data interpretation. 
An interesting surface technique for helping evaluate passive microwave equip-
ments would utilize some floating reflector sheets on relatively smooth water. 
The metal reflector with its microwave missivity close to zero essentially 
masks any thermal contribution beneath It and the observed asly asy serve 
as a cold landmark calibration reference during overflight. At 1000-foot 
altitude., the airborne passive microwave equipments can resolve 1... than a 
17-toot patch. This technique doe@ not lend itself to source depth measurement 
because of the small penetration at the I and K bands involved.
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With the use of the MC 111 (and a technician), surface teaperatee 
esssnt, enay from the foyer end especially over the shoel where 
the deeper 0014ev water. ose, ç and mix can be med.; a simple resistance 
or sepsusion theiter would be used. Additionally, the boat ores 
could use the bucket approach to obtain water eemples which might show
 
oignifioe,tt oil slick or other properties affecting emisstvitgrfy,rleo... tivity interpretation. 
Air-Sea Interactions - The study of air-sea Interaction, at Argue
mold.. fog, 01044. and water vapor distributions. Swface measurement 
rsqtdrr*.a for this study are sea temperature profile measurements, 
air temperature and humidity profiles, wind speed and direction, current 
speed end direction, ways height., solar influx measurement., II surface 
temperatures, and sui'faoe volatile,. 
Associated with surface measurements is the need for weather chart, 
end other meteorological records to provide interfaces between the 
data colleetd and weather oditios over the larger entire area 
which preceded and followed each overfiigbt period; hourly records of 
such data are indicated. It is noted that air-sea interaction i,ss-
tigatiac., as in BODY of the others discussed in this report, require 
surface environmental information such as see temperature profile., 
Deer-surfas air temperature,, current speeds, etc., which are emenable 
to oc buoy scuat. having distribution, which allow a realistic descrip 
ticm of the site areas. Since the Argus site is snfftcieutly- amllv
 the use Of perhaps five scored, non-expendable buoys may be an important &&RUGO to this calibration site. 
lor the gathering of higher-level xOtOorologioal data it is recended 
that the current 1*3* aircraft plans for implementing the P3* to drop 
rad.iosond.a as previously mentioned be caUtioned. 
lca Mepoina and Thickne A )Ssa.u,vaect - In order to evaluat, the alotorne 
reacte sensor, for their capability in im mapping and thickness measurement, 
a wedge-shaped area extending north of the Point and the io.-ieleM t..3 1s utilized for the variety of toe form, encountered the". This includes; (a) the r.-faat Los area in the vicinity of Pt. Barrow extending six to 
eight aLl.. offshore, (b) an offshore polar-ic. are, on a course of 045 degrete true arid 30-do mile. fro the Point, end (c) an offshore, seasonal-ic, area on a course of 315 dogresi true and 30-60 .ills from the Point, 
end (o) the thick, floating, manned ioe-ijlaM, ?-3. Surface requirement, 
measured for airborne rte sor data evaluation are; physical and 
ohioa_l properties of snow and toe, ice end/or ance surface temperatures, ice and/or anoy thio.e,., wind speed and dir.otic, ice etrea.-etraiji 
measurement., iou age., surfan. roogimee., solar infima, air teratus., 
and relative husidity profile measurement..
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Sines toe thioe5ee5 vary considerably during the entire year, the 
"all vsathsr" capability ..neors can be effectively eval*ated during all four seasons. on the other band, beosc.e of the .zt.natvs fog conditions 
which are prevalent during the third quarter, sirborne remote sensors 
as photographic, infrered, loser will be denied effective operation during 
this season. 
lotte operations pose a severslimi tation on surface saquint require-
e.nte because of logistics and extreme odd effects on components. For 
this reason, all surface 	 nts/t.chniqo.a ueed for this calibration 
.ft*t are primarily at Point Bexvcii. With s	 possible aseietenoe fromgathering higher-level meteorological data from the NASA P3A via hygrometer 
and the ourrentl7l1annedradjosoode drops, a weather vane implant is also 
in area (b) above. 
The off-shore areas, (b) and (o) above, offer a relatively simple 
'eans of performing mapping of toe movements. A large number of black, 
empty oil drums can be made available by tS. Arctic Research Laboratory (ARL-Dodor CR Contract) for this purpose. Thee. dross can be dropped 
from the ARt aircraft, on almost straight-line references along the 
045 and 315 degree courses from 30 to 60 slice from the Point. These lines of drop will he approximately perpendicular to current flow for 
these floating-to. waters. Experience (per Max Brewer, Director of AM) 
Indicates that such markers have proven to be asoeg the most effective 
for photographic or visual sensing at remote distances. Drops less 
then a mile apart will fore an identifiable reference line whose 
distortion with time will relate to the ice movements In these areas. 
is placed on the airborne panoramic camera( s) which should 
reveal ice movements (corral to the drop line) of 50-60 miles, under 
relatively clear atmospheric conditions. Stero photography also provides 
information on vertical displacement. 
Nacoint enE2t.I 2EEE - The.e investigations can be IMML performed over too of the four areas used for too_e.pping/thickneas measure- 
,muts using the Immediate vicinity of Pt. Barrow, and the oøcupisd ice 
island, T-3. 
These two areas are able to provide adequate voice osiniOatiOCS and hosing beacons for oontrol/navil%tico. In addition, NASA plans for 
dropping radiosondes eight be modified to include t.ismet.rtng temperature 
sensors that could be dropped onto ice floss or into open 1.4$ or 
pol.,o*s to provide extended temperature references for caltbrattoc, 
recorded onboard the aircraft. Both Barrow and T-3 facilities include 
the capability for such .SSJRWIsmOte which are very local in extant and 
recorded at these sites. The radiosonde t.oheiqus can aiaultcneouel.Y 
provide air temperature profiles (and the very low hiaidities expected). 
The hygrometer onboard the P3A can also be used for this purpose by 
flying at a sari.s of fixed altitudes; this Instrument can also measure 
liquid water content.
Surface Temnerature $easuruts - Surface temperature measurement, for 
the Scripps area have been divided into two areas of operation. The 
most accessible area for rurface eaaawemants i.e a near-shore area 
extending does ten alice parallel to the coastline from the Naval 
Electronics Laboratory (EEL) Tower to the south at Mission Beach, up 
to and just north of Scripps Pier. 	 f-shore the strip will extend 
out to about 1-3 alice offering both a shallow and deep water facility 
Including the sloping continental shelf, the Scripps Canyon and the 
San Diego Trough (approximately 6000 feet); the seoond area of interest 
lies southeast of San Clement. Island and includes those waters about 
30.-60 miles off-shore where Japan currants cam in from the north 
creating eddy distributions that offer some realistic temperature 
pe'terne for adequate testing of epatia)/tamper.ture resolution of the 
airborne sensor. • Research vessel facilities for obtaining ground 
truth data are available from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography (Sb). 
The near-shore area described previously can be adequately handled. 
The facilities at the EEL Tower and off of Scripps Pier will eeeiatiaily 
satisfy requirements for ground truth acquisition. If measurements 
are to be expended about these local point., a number of small motor 
craft (cm the Pier) can be utilized using a band-held or portable 
thermometer, psychrometer, anemometer or shipboard wave staff with a 
crew of two technicians. A dual-vtvelengtb radiometer is aino availabie 
at the Pier for making temperature gradient measurements at the surface. 
The latter requires a new detector spates to improve its sensitivity. 
The off-shore area southeast of San Clemente requires a ship operation. 
The 310 research vessel, such as the Ellen B. Scripps, can satisfactorily 
provide surface requirements. 
lo.ttioc and )krulna of Lonsebor, Currents - This calibration effort can 
be suitably performed at the near shore strip between the EEL Tower and Scripps 
Beach area, ext3rnding one to three miles off the shoreline. This area is 
easily accessible to Instrumentation, especially for current measurement 
which is the most critical calibration involved in the surface effort. 
Surface equipments, for surface requLrets, i.e., current tracking, 
sea temperature profiles, sir temperature profiles, rslativs hdtty, and 
wind speed and directions, are available through the Naval Electronics 
Laboratory and Scripps Institute of Oceanography. It is noted, however, 
that a careful review of available equipment is required concerning the 
accuracy of measuring slowly-moving longshore currents which ar, present 
at the site. . Dye marking offers semi-quantitative data. J. Cairns (EEL) 
has suggested the floating Crossed-vane drogue as an intermediary fevice 
uubj sot to Some improvement in accuracy; the crossed vanes present an abet 
uniform dreg surface regardless of current direction. Motion with the 
current can be sensed at the aircraft by identifiable float earkare above 
the water Una, and observing the displacement with tt, providing w' 
are ;cinimised in the flotation design. leioction of UA.s or obvr
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available cw.reot.eaauring t.choiqaI, 1..., Eulerien current ..t.r, 
Roberts aster, hot-wi!e anemometer, etc., or a nI development say 
have to be considered for this particular problem. 
Shoreline sod	 Sti.$ - The shoreline utilised for this investigation 
ruc from the 4iUiOIt BSI Split to the south .ç to the Torrey Pines-D81 )r Area. This provides a variety of ooastltAe featured of long, straight 
beach", MALU pocket beaches, rockycoastlines and cliff structures. 
Surface rsquirnts for shoreline and beach studies include sample 
analysis (send, rock, veg.tati), water content of batch sands and rock 
unit*, sea state .easurnta, surtaoe temperature rapping, offshore 
sea,urnt5, and meteorological data. Theae requirements are adequately 
provided for by existing facilities at the Scripps Institute of Oceanography. 
Botton Detection hr Wave Diffraction sod Color Tonea - This calibration 
effort can be suit&bly performed in the Scripps area over a longehore 
strip from the N. Tower on the south to the Scripps Pier area on the 
north, extending off-shore sose one to three miles. This beach area 
provides both shallow and deep waters in a relatively smIL11 area which 
is conveniently acc.'iitle to surface facilities and personnel. 
Among the various surface measurement requirements for this investigation, 
the need for bottom contour data and optical-transparency of the Sea water 
is pereec%mt for this investigation. In view of the ongoing extensive 
efforts by such organisations as KEL, SIC), and the U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey, the bottom contour problem is athisal. To supplement 
or verity the data whiSh is already available, a portable meter-wheel fat)ter, sonar depth finder, or pressure gauge (Bourdon, vibratron) 
can be sinned from one of the boats available to sake spot check m5asU1eJse'5. 
Underwater pbatter5 and equipment necessary for the measurement of 
sea water transparency are available. 
Equipment at the NV. tower and Scripps Pier are adequate for collecting 
meteorological data during overflight periods. This can he supplemented for higher-eltituis data by the P3* hygrometer and contempleted radiosonde 
drops from the NASA aircraft, or data procurable from Worth Island/Lindberg 
Airport Weather Stations. 
peical Pwesa - Calibration data r,lated to reecta sensing of 
biologlOal poenonena in the S..n-ippl area is best handled by a research vessel operation. The desired biological pbsona are not generally available close 
to the shore areas proposed for the other investigations at the Scripps site. 
Surface ship calibration efforts can be conducted in waters some 30-100 
edise off-shore to the vicinity of the Santa Cateitca-Sen Cismente Islands 
vbiob offer oonstdarebis varieties of biological species, i.e., fish, 
plankton, etc.
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Biological surface measurement requirementa tciede site te.p.retnre 
measurement., transparency/luminesce observations, solar influx 
or sky record, bioluaine.cenoe measurement., atmospheric t.am spectrtry determinations, chlorophyll 0000entrationa, and population density measure-
ment,. 
Most surface measurement requirement, can be effected with the available instrumentation on the Scripps Institut. of Oceanography vessel "V.tso B. Scripps" accept for a photometer used for obtaining trsnsperencajc,c, 
data, though can be obtained from 810 facilities under agreement with NAVCiIEIJN), 
Altiestry by
 Leer - Estimated surface calibration r.quirmts necessary to help evaluate laser altimetry for oceanographic purposes consist of 
altimetry calibration, penetration calibration, stability calibration, 
and accuracy calibration. The Scripps Beach area pres.nte an adequate 
range of wave heights, period and direction approach, usually during 
October-February. Average breaker heights of about 5 feet are indicated 
in this period with occasional winter stores causing heights of 12 feet 
or more for short periods of ties. 
Critical areas in the calibration of the laser technique as applied to 
oceanography are (a) errors inherent in the technqa due to penetration 
of the sea surface by the light beam with the resulting volumescatter at 
appreciable (order of fret) depth beneath the surface, ad (b) errors to 
ranging that result from flight platform instabilities inasanob as beam 
widths of 10-4
 to 10-5
 radians will be involved. 
Absolute range calibration can be performed on the ground, using herl.ontal 
paths against target reflectors whose distance, must be surveyed to an 
accuracy that is better than the projected for the laser (0.1 - 0.2 feet) 
against nonpenetrable surfaces. Saving established the ranging acotns 
by groond tests, one can now measure the degradation In accuracy using the 
aircraft platform at various altitudes, to examine the effects of known 
atmospheric paths and platform instabilities. 
£ wooden platform eosing 6 step. (5 x 20") to the laser beam can provide 
calibration data on the accuracy of contouring for an idealised non-çeostratiog 
surface. The actual step heights require accurate measurement to ± 0.250. The critical difficulty is In precise navigetton over snob a mall target, 
approximately 30 by 20 feet, for the pilot at a muted altitude of 1000 
feet. By orienting the conspicuous, white beaded-onethene painted steps 
so that the required jround track is parallel to the shorelin., a ocez.e 
visual navigation guide is conveniently provided. By adding a number of 
markers/light, along the desired track through the target, the desired 
precision can be obtained, especially after a tee passes aided by ocioa-
tic,, from ground observer,. If possible, procurement of a 
.wpins loydse bombsight would also be a significant aid to this problem.. Ike overall technique has been favorably checked with several pilots.
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A floating flat top berps (20 x 20) can provide a	 table target 19.Sea Ice Distribution 
=all haie t (on* root) is accurately kaaie above the penetrable	 tsT. 19.Sea lee Thickness	 Sometimes
of the .liiastri data taken mat bstors• duril%1, and tetei7 
.bOUIA	 data on ks eaTurs intrudes" in following the targut	 p96S	 provide
20.	 Sea Ice Temperature 
21.	 Detail	 Ice ThpphyiIat.r ..es 
alt.testry over adjoining see motacau. 	 CO-101 waters offer the least introdno- Features 
tion of error in this measurement; the gob1em of fo, aerated surfase43 is 
questionable for the proposed technique. 
For stability calibrations the use of the modac steps previously aentioned can det.reinatlOc of short-period instability ( .12 ..cnd 4 Aa in the previous section, this listing is general and not specificallyto be utilized to	 ke eons 
at 150 knot ground speed).	 By mounting a wide	 I	 °' -.
any given	 perleetIt.	 lkt all in.true.nts are required for every 
eperiaent.	 Inoofar as the use of ships and buoys is concerned, the 
the stop structurs t a tins erposur., should provide a track of the ditt rcuirnaert is for greater use specifically for remote .cu.or experlasots. 
reflected 1,	 as it sores across the step structure.	 Appropriate filtering pt for a few case,, this has not been possible 	 to now becau.e of 
on the	 should allow the laser track	 asion to stand out against the 
used for	 etabackground (moonit1t reflection, beacon sowue.	 guidance,	 .). the long lee4-time required to program for ship ties and the basic lack of finds to pay for this tiee and furnish the staff to obtain the required The proposed measurement is limited to a few sesples of short-t.ete bena otoervtion,. 
deviations, but is easily implemented. 
Summarized below are generalized aeaswntI and equipments necessary for ground truth requireeerte at the oceanographic calibration and averflttt uck.t therso.eter./tt.ridstor. 
site.. 2.Water samplers 	 Yea 3.	 Surface eanogreph	 So 
I1YS MUMM£P0 B1 A.	 Expendable BY	 No IRT/ABT 
The following lists those oceanographic variables. which are measured at the ii.	 Wave staff	 Yes 
surface to properly assess the feasibility of rte sensing for oceanography. 4 7.	 Current motors
Pot all measurements we required for every quVeriment.	 Those .ea.ur.etsnts .:	 •. t.	 11-t. (air t,, wiui 
being sad. generally apply to the calibration site;the surface data , spe/dir.ction, humidity, etc.) 
overflight sites depends on the type of surface or neer-surface platformem ployed - 9.	 Dropsondes or radiosondes IC).	 Transaiesoestsr 
QCE&S VARIABLES 11.	 Photo	 yetaaa	 No 12.	 Buoys (moored, free floating, arctic)
	 Rarely 
1.	 Sea Surface teeperature 	 lea 13.	 Ships	 Sometimes 
2.	 Sortie. Salinity	 Yes 4 14.	 S,SSUI tots 
3.	 Wave Neigh	 ectton	 Ye. 15.	 FOR	 No 
.Currentsrentioc	 Yes 16.	 Microwave (19 OHs, 6 OHs, etc.) 	 No 
5.	 Water DeDth (Shoal area)	 Yss 17.	 Ice meocul-ing equipment	 Partially 
6.	 Water Clarity/Color	 Yes 18. Soruo.	 No 
7.	 Water Seep1.. (Sediments/Biological 19.	 Surface to air cce.unications	 Sometimes 
content)	 Yes . 
P •	 Mr Temperature	 Yes 
9.	 Wind speed/direction	 Ye.
RICOIDA?X0SS R%YIVE ._fllN i1RA7l PA 
czs 
10.	 Cloud cover	 ta. 
11	 Moisture in Air r-ilumn	 soastieee Cct - Sam of the concepts derived through the geological phase of the 
12.	 Percent Foe.riy	 No Program ito not lend well to	 OCean5 truth.	 The	 oaljbr*tjon sitesconoopt, 
13. aoflecttvtty/rsissivity 	 10 for emple, dose not apply.	 Fur, althoughPermanently located and veil in-
14.	 Thermometric Temperature	 No f s*rintcd, the fact that the ocean is dynamic and variable weakens the reason 
15.	 Solar radiation	 Ye. . for hating a special static site where long term observations are obtained to 
16.	 IR measurements 	 Ye. 'lmdar,tsnd' the area.	 It is also difficult, if not tepossibi., to select a 
17.
	
Detention and Deec.ripticn Fish Sole	 Tee p parsanent site and wait for all the ocean variables of interest to eons by. 
That specific sit., not be designated, but that, within 
aircraft range constraints, teat sites be selected i.ter. *the action is.
10? For .1e, in orda to get desired wave conditions, it eppeass neoe.ry to select a period lees. the prob..bilhty for the conditions is bL, them
5
5n—.A.t.mnn - The Program consider funding for aircraft tine in cases fly soffloi.otly long legs over the area to increase the chance* of obtaining - . serranted. toe desired data Csnt - Data for data's eke u.ua.liy saves no pwpose but to fill Lii. _______
 
Cat - £ttting to forecast the evict of an oc.sn varlebt. six scntha in edva.ee tu a Very costly exercis..	 Waiting until the probability of the
drawers.	 Frequently, if not always, only ray littie data are required to advices feasibility studies, providing the data we of the type and quality 
event .... be predicted more acceretly can incre..e the chance, of anon.... required by the investigator, 	 Often, seasirs Amounts of data do icr, t,e till massive numbers of file draverol they icy _____________
 
Rectmatjon - That greater fl.sibiLity b. allowed in scheduling the a1.ratt actually retard or dater statements effective analysis.	 tements pertain to surface aa well a. aircraft 
for ocean sensing, particularly waves.
	 SOW phases, much a. riveraJ'fiu,nt and orbital data. 
studies, bathyth.trjo studia., sea Ice, etc., icy continue to be scheduled 
well in advance. acndation - The spec ifat icion, of the inveetigitor should be 
Ct - Th. rang. limitations of the Convair 2A0 miniM., its usefulness
understood and Closely adhered
	 to in acquiring aircraft,
	 c• and oceantruth data. On the other hand, Investigator. must be required to dafine in butter terms
 
as an Oceanographic data collector. their environmental and sensor data requirements, and then maintain c
	 ni- cations with the data collector. and .veo 
_____________ - £xcept for coastal expeiiaenta, the F-9 be scheduled for ocean
participate actively in the data collection process. 
work.
	 The increased range and duration will permit greater opportunity for 
acquiring data on ansi oc.an variables. C.nl - A wealth of ocean truth site. (platforms) are avajichie throu 
_______ 
______ - In most case., engineering factor, in rt. sensing far exceed the
existing oceanographic Programs.	 This generally entails going leers the 
ships (platform,) are at the proper tine, since it usually has not been 
oceanographers ability to use the Instruments.
	 Most ocean investigators "a just beginning to define the problem and develop an eppesi..nt
possible to progra, ship time specifically for SPOC project..
	 So.. of to... plaIt Or., include the survey ship, of XF,	 8A, Coast Gnarl, $aiy, Woods program for a solution, Hole Oceanographic Institute, etc. as well as the Coast Guard Light Towers, and the Ocean Station Vessel..	 Resource. (money and people) are required fl nA ion - That haste in requiring quick results and answers from the to implement a successful ocean truth prop... 
oceanographer. icy not be in order.
	 Nor. oniation, between investigators 
end those obtaining the data will lend to mutual ncdnrstacding of requirement., IM9MMIdLUM- Funding be providod for ship time personnel and	 ecial instrumentation	 sp problems, etc., enhancing chance for success. for ship. (sicrowere, IS, etc. ). 
Cct - A successful ocean truth progrem emit mele provision for those 
resources (people, ship.
	 instruments) 	 will	 ing
Preltei.,	 art rest Sit. Reau1rt	
- Pb..... of sensor testing preceeding the spacecraft utiliaation phase %ádch are devoted to progrm permit propa	 experiments specifioa.11y for SPOC. and Instrua.nt definition and use of aircraft for determining sensor feaai-biUty include extensive testing of basically identical ________ 9.nr*tmnn - Funding for this papose be provided, sensors aboard airborne platform,.	 This testing provide, experience with results of air- borne sensors to establish a oarative be.. for 
C qt - The staggering number of test sites and investigator, in the tenth
analysis of test result. from spacsoraft.n. , equipment in the later time fr. 
t,eonro,s Survey Prøp.a deter, effective aircraft scheduling for ocean sesi- It will be useful to correlate results of ulsultaneous operations of both 
- Consideration be given to obtaining as aircraft 'specially
types of platform, to determine the carative utility of Spacecraft-, 
Instruments, especially during too.s apperimunts leers the physical ph ..v.s... for oceanography, aodJ..r permit for con tracting of specialised aircraft, and/ca 
mel. available 1*84 Se.ors for temporary or permanent installation on other,
of the sea vary markedly with Ii...
	 For this reason plans for siauita.e, 
aircraft utilization veto spacecraft schedules should be .etebljsh.d when 
aircraft such a. A8. •spcicvaft overflight information beco.ss available, 
Ct - Sc.. sensor techniques being developed (VIM system for	 le) Wail, much of the ground truth data will have to be gathered at the time Of the spacecraft overflight, so.. of it can be teksn require testing on, and in fact
	 be anne	 to test on, special 
aircraft.
in advance, by aircraft flight., to provide panormai,n and topographic i.eg of _#W
A 
factor... 
Documentation should cover an area large eao
	 to be esaful for naiiatjoa or the spacecraft data.
	 Nini	 .1.20 of useful calibration area, should be determined, since correct emperlasetal fli*ts could be extsg to the Initial oov.nagg of thee. areas. peesioe
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Farticuler areas of the Gulf of M*.xico are at special oc.snographLc interest. 
The Yucatan Current and Gulf Loop and areas of opweuing north of Yucatan 
Peninsula Sr. significant ocos.&.grapblc feature.. Large thermal gradients 
should be associated with These ph.noeena. Aircraft missions over areas 
such as this with concurrent ground tr.tb ecquisttii5n will contribute to 
under.t&nding oceanographic phenomena in the Gulf of Mexico which han been 
designated asan area of interest for the LAP-1A M e.ion. It is perhaps 
not premature to explore the feasibility or concept of designating the Gulf 
of Mexico as the "NASA Acre. This concept would utilise the Gulf of Mexico 
as the spacecraft teat site and use the many resource, for a surface obeer-
rational network. The idea has merit and should be considered, although 
ace, ocean features (ice, high sea stat.) will still require observations 
outside the area. 
The Spacecraft Oceanography Project ban selected five basic oceanographic 
experimental areas for the AAP-1 A Mission contingent on the availability of 
the primary Instrumentation Identified in Tables 2-6. These ere 
a. Food from the Sea 
b. Ocean Dynamics 
C. Coastal Features 
d. Euvironaenta.l Prediction 
a. Selected Photography 
The above areas Sr. further delineated in specific experiments is e.own 
In Table. 2-6. 
The geographical experimental areas were selected based on oceanographic 
pbeoAa and the availability of surface or near surface platforms during 
the proposed period at the AlP-i A Mission. The platforms will include 
ship., aircraft, .tod/or towers as identified in TableS 2-6. These exper-
i.aeotsl areas are outlined in Figure 2. The larger areas will be narrowed 
in coverage when the exact times of spacecraft coverage are kx.cwo to 
coincide with the planned positions of the ships operating in the area. 
It is anticipated that missile tracking vassals possessing sums ground 
truth capabilities will be utilized as additional sources of data collection 
syisteas during orbital missions. 
Photographic areas will not necessarily have ground truth but Cover areas 
wC.... ,ossese features or oceanographic interest. 
£ surface observational progrea will be developed when details of the 
spacecraft instruments and orbit psrae.tere are deteaie1.
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OMNA Truta Workint Session 
Dr. S. S. P. Lyon 
A eout.r.noe an ground measurements for the instrument and geologic 
teams was held on the Roo cflJ of the Uulverstty of Nevada 
)arch 14-15, 1966. This was an attempt to establish certain test 
requirements before the field er season commenced at Sonora lasS. 
This hjo-day meeting was designed to identify the haste needs of each 
inatrasnt group ard how these Deeds eight be accomplished. The 
reader in referred to Technical latter No. 3 of the University of 
Pwada grow In which these requirements are fully detailed. Require-
as ta for the infrared (13) spec treter/redicseter experiment have 
been copied and Inel,4sd he this d.-..t es Table I. 
Since that tim attempts have been made by Stanford and by the Univer-
sity of Revels to Laplt esoy of the.e measurements, particularly 
those dealing with the atmosphere. We Pave delegated the eponslbLUty 
to the Nevada group to provide vast of the groundtruth seaetWeauI2ts 
for the PA IS spectrvtsr/re4tter experiment when this experiment 
has bean used in the arhorne ante. At test sites other then Sonora 
Pass and Mt. Laao the ground truth measurements have been ande by the 
Stanford group themselves. 
In a recent study effort at Woods Sole considerable thes was spent 
delineating the beai problmme is rmte sensing for geology, and 
anthoda by which these could best be solved in a research and development 
effort. figure 1 is taken from this report and indicates that considerable 
effort should be devoted to the understanding of the geology of the 
outersost surface or 'optical depth', Oakin depth", or "depth to opacity'). 
It is this surface skin layer which ultimately determines the response 
at the racks to the rt. sensor.. Detailed study of Figure 1 indicates 
that the eaxiss. .'fort should be devoted to the surticial geology, with 
only minor effort devoted to classical geological jeapping. A siSile.r 
etnieca effort only should be devoted to the development of now rte 
sensing hardware. Over 80% of the total SW effort is recommended be placed 
In gtesdiea the aro truth data. 
In order to vista these concepts to the operational aspects of the P3A 
aircraft, Figure 2 has bean dram. In this flcei diegres Us relationships 
between Stanford, University of Nevada and U. Manned Spacecraft Center (KS) 
on the Il' apse. trceet.r/ra&itUT experiment are clearly Indicated. The 
stippled areas In the canter of the dtagran are those in which anch more 
research end mmW sore ssaswsts are required. 
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the top left-hand corner or Pigor. 2 in the hecherad srss is shown the 
as or responsibility of 1490, for operational use of the combined 
ekag. (the Rapid Scan .p.otrc..t.r, the radiometer (or
	
-5), the 
resight caner., the aircraft hygrometer, and the aircraft data recording 
at..). The next block indicates that the data from such an aircraft 
oration flow through the )C formatting computer to produce blocked 
gita.l tap.. Immediately compatible with the Stanford 1311 360 computer 
at... The boresight and ROB cra data are sent to Stanford to 
tabltah the pr.ctse groimd position of the aircraft at any given time 
ended to 1 10 feet at 2000 feet). Tb..e data are used in an inter-. 
latin program in the Stanford computer to establish the aircraft 
aition on an arbitrary ground grid, which is drawn on a bass map 
spared from high altitude photographs of the locality, taken (hopefully) 
e ease day. Yr.. the" two outputs it is possible to r.lateany tiven time
a from the A,9Q90 or from the various aircraft clock syct in us. at 
a moment) to a portico of the map grid, and hence (through the r.]ation-
tp shown as a vertical line) with the mapping and ground truth parameters 
t.raIn.d by the University of Nevada. 
a identification of aircraft location on high altitod. photographs and
 
the map grid, as well as the production of the computer reduced aircraft 
actrs and all data analysis are the res ponsibilities of Stanford Un_iaita' 
the lower section in the 1t-hand and bottom edge of Piger. 2, to. 
sponsibility areas of the University of Nevada are indicated. 
the center of the diagram the attsnne.ico of the itted Infrared 
ii.atin by the atmospheric column is measured, by the we of weather itins sod, when used together with the aircraft Iqgrter, provide profile of the water vapor in the airpath between grand and aircraft for 
a computers at Stanford. The field data collection is well in
	 d but 
P aircraft system. need improvement. The second block (Burts.. Skin 
.position.) is determined ,by measurements of soil moister., vegetation 
not and partial. sue. Thes. sprfah. 41n oç.itip sr. then related trough toe aircrt timesy.t) to surfs" ,
 ,sol (sls t aircraft ick) intwated over h field of view of he ui sant (0.3") at any me 
stint of time.	 ens-of	
t
the pr erond truth .-t. ck it be - in irsatar detail t is in erseent m.totios. 
a lower pectin of Figure 2 shows bow determination of roci type mod 
s pattern (or structure) and distribution of rock typss ar ilat.d 
rough field geology mapping to a basic geological asp. L.... ii 
olusical - is a subscrf ace man and generally does not show, for example, 
P position of scow banks, sand dma.., and other .wfLeia1 cover. These 
L affect the target', which is the serfs.. Integrated over a field of 
ow of the tnstrtasmts. ?lp vertical ties-" .ig. bsismo the ivsrsftgr Isyads operations and the MW operattens of the aircraft is essential 
ad will be brought out to a later chart) as
	 trh La mole 
an the - aircraft nasssd in its tlI.sht matters. 
any, detailed analysis and flow chest of the operation is moan in 
we 3. This rather 00014 dated diagram *'ta In tha .e.t.r 3t4d
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aid, with an	 , a Site S.i.otm and a apse if is 
which wars confirmed at the prof light )hiasien Briefing 
approximately U days befor. the flight. The P3* flight then occurs 
mo	 to d starts . flow d iagram into operation. 
In the center of the diagram ama ..ei the boz'sslght camm being triggered by output from the spectrometer and their motnel relationship with the 
radiometer (presently the PRT-5). The serial cameras give the aircraft location. Tbsse locations are compared then with the target ssl.oticns 
and the grocr4 truth measurementssade by the University of Nevada. The 
area of responsibility for the Ilia& group is shown to the upper baobur.d 
segment. Laboratory work, fellowing the aircraft tlight,wilI scab], the University of Nevada to prepare Rock Tyn. analysis using thin section 
MA point canting and to provide Stanford with a modal (or ain.rslogioal) 
analysis. 
luo x-ray fmnor..o.noe nit yields a chemical oaIiUoc of the rooks from which one can determine a 'noiamtive5
 or theoretical mineral composition. Roth of these analyses are fed into the block labeled 'O.ta Analysis". 
Again it is most important that the s amples used in the determination of the rock type and chl "al oosttion ha thee. which are ctly
 (or at least adequately represented) abcs the fli.tt line antamil y flan. 
In the center panel we see the relationships between the &irqze.ft over.tiom 
at W and the dr4a hfln.lIIIw ds.ian responsibilities of Stanford (madam Dr. Roger Ticker.). The eeøtsr hachered and stippled ares chews the 
detailed .mperfasotai design (which originated at Stanford) and its exeI
tic In an aircraft t.ipht and subsequent data reduction performed at )dC. 
Digital recording Is still not initsli,d in the aircraft although we an 
already Installing it for our grosed operations. The digital rsdit.r 
and spectrometer outputs are sampled Is the computer by the .tg..l from 
the edge boding around the p.ripb.ry of the fU.tervt*el in the spectrometer.
This
 pulsed algal is used to tr.r the digitel sampler in thecomputer. 
This In tern produces an 1311 360 tape formatted to the Stanford pattern. 
This tape is than pent to Stanford wherein spectra are produced from program operating on the Stanford .uter. 
a ppec se the gt inrtapt pendent e entirs flicht. An on-lin, program ool..d C0O (a correlation costticdsnt program, see 
SR. TsehaLasi Report 67-1) is need, end this psedusee a rsoksd, rock-type 
analysis as now an the rtght-band sods. Other Stanford ya orme are 
used by vit,sr in a gtex-vl.ue dilorininant tiafl (or adaptive lesruing) 
• program which leam from standard spectra sod i4sntif Lee rock ala...s 
on a probability basis. The correct class is asd to esel. incoming 
siroraft spectra. Another rouktyp. listing is produced and this, in tern, is o,arad with the £C0 rock-type ranking, in the ts jaslysis £ fam'thse program is utilised by 4t.ar at Stanford In the mineral 
analysis program to produc. a "1.4.1" (or mineralogical) we.]gaU as its 
mod Modest. Thi. also is compared amqb an DMIs halyaji block with that 
—
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dertvsd by rock-type analysis by the Univoruity of Nevada. 
This is the program design diagram. At present few of the cycles a.,. 
been completed for Mission 56 as ooneidcrahle portions of the data sea 
not yet available. Modal analysis of thin section material hero not yet 
been prepared but a nuab.r of useful chemical compositions and normative 
analyses have bean reo.ived. These however ax, percantagac of theoretical 
minerals and not the actual ainarala occurring in the rook. In additions 
most of the samples which have been so far analyzed are not from this 
year's flight line'. This is not meant as a negative etetcacat, but to 
indicate work yet to be done on an iiaLon • We are all in a learning 
situation with "ground truth", and vorki4 ro.oaibilitiee and tacks are 
continually becoming more clearly defined. 
In the area represented by the cantor block celled "Aircraft Locution' we 
have also had many problems dun to the malfunction of the borusight causes. 
We have had to revert to an aircraftlocation method which utilizes the 
308 omens which trigger every five seconds. These emeens carry their 
own clocks and it is possible with a fur degz'ea of precialam il to interpolate 
spectral start time between Individual 308 tronae to locate the 300 spectra 
which occur between each 308 photograph. The 308 omesaa were locked in 
position to the aircraft frame and was not corrected for drift in order 
to have then record an accurately a. possible the nadir beneath the line 
of eight of the spectrometer. 
In rnry cone points to be made are shown to table II as a listing of 
axiom for ground truth operations. The" ares 
a. Ground truth data are only useful along the aircraft ground track. 
b. Weather data are only useful at flight tine. 
o. Water content in the air and on the ground is the single nest 
inportant purooct.r to be measured. 
d. Ground truth data are only useful It they can be aced in subsequent 
statictical analysis of the date. 
it is still necessary at present to aske a gg 
rnr.nLsi_treth 'Imm
	
It is perhaps debatable hewam 
should be mede prior to aircraft flight, during airoreft flight, on following 
the aircraft flight. In some cases the seasonal conditionsneelaie inking 
these neac	 • a.onent. -	 aircraft flight, particularly when one comUto 
the time required bettween. the aircraft flight and receipt of the photographic 
data by which aircraft tnabking meet be deteendsed. One nest then nOd tine 
for a coneidaribie amount of work involved in treusforeing omera center point 
free the lCd omen. and in locating thee. on the 	 can be eattonted 
that approxinató3y 2 weeks effort would be requLsd g	 an nivereft flight
end g to accused. ground location being ebinthad along the L aissersift track. 
I U 25 feet) iEits. - 300 faetIceo.	 of spectrometer is 0.3° or. S a 
radian., or 10 fact at 8000' clearance. A Sft easer in 50 feat in the 150mees - 
betwoca spectra totalling 30 a do fustlep.otrua.
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We neat more fullyunderstand tb. j fg j g , bow the 
nanaustana and the g)
	 (as ehowe on a typical geological 
•	 nep) interact in theoseftolal akin 9-10071 in turn bow the aaphio between the aircraft sodifies these signals. V. neat not neglect the 
efibote of the aircraft data systea and how final output from the âhepütar 
-	 further changes the data. After all, "success' is the right ral.atieachip 
between the output from the computers and the final output tress the ground 
truth measurements. Before this becomes possible we axe going to hav, to 
•	 face up to the collection of a considerable amount of possibly redundant 
•	 data. In additions strong plea met be mede for a mona sophisticated 
ground measurement Systes. It is already fairly clear that aeon measurement 
of utter vapor content between an aircraft and the ground is an hetrsmoiy 
difficult and quite sophisticated meteorological experiment, not yet 
performed by net.ovolngiets with a degree of local and temporal precision 
requested by this experiment. 
:'	
2	
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APPIDU
ne o w
	 sr, wch nw,,bcrJ are sMfcant at the 
•	 G.it.r Analylia 	 Gro	 Truth of
,' liv,] for evlvn,li.
	 A	 v'k	 ne will show that for
	
250 •
	
l,. 
of
	 Ii or r1vL1	 v',the stIppled levels are Conervative. 
Analysis of Stanford 1965 meteorological data bas bow sade by orces Of 1w,rr ,1	 is ti	 anciyul,	 foliowlne in Tables X	 A L 5, 
oorrelatt	 thod.. C wher, we i..vr tr.cJ to nreute relationships which have obvious 
esarob for ansothiful patterns in ow' 1700 usts of gromd tth data, inater (eve. JJ'..	 In £e ea	 from those whirh might have 
•
	
which would i'slate directly to the results of the M'*r.y association:; can be explained by the 
watching py oea.	 One .uob report appeared in our first • or yearly acIvity (ec.raphica1 location. 
report s year agoOy1o,196b,p.l5) and mother was slris.d 1 as we rv""d from test site W te-t site. 
in the First Annual Report (Novisb.r 1, 1966) an page 4 and in detail roi. site,, -
	 1965 Field ro,iod 
on ps.. 54-56 of that report. 	 At the latter tine we felt that we
(C	 if	 ,	 iv's I.
	 U	 UType T
	 N 
" 
*DUN Sea no effect on the out	 of the .neotrel natthin. opec...
,,•••) 
vhio would b. directly related to	 tacrnmnaical aenditioni present I h) Pa'! r- Ccaot	 (Piilnoi)	 30	 Granite 1 
at the tine the sp.ctra were taken. 2w Il	 Coss 1, (LL}CJ)	 30
	 Granite 2 
Intuitively, this e.ems to be the wrong ecsiciu.icn, and so we	 ,. lb (è) Dcner iwsw	 (l1iGCG	 68I'	 Granite 1 
nad. a further, more detailed analysis of thea@ ti.]4 data.
	 One
T (lh) Mono	 .k .	 (US'.AEiOl)	 7311)
	
Granite 3 
enai.r to vbiob we attribute asm credence is that the spectra are i (v7) Woo iwie	 (SC)	 868C	 Rh),. Pialce 3 
th.3v.e so notuy, Aum to the aSorophonto condition of the Cu,O. Mine Lake	 (MSCn.)	 8680	 Rh)'. Pumice 4 
d.t.otor (S.. 3L Tech Report 67-3) that any furthur perturbation. Lak	 N01)	 680C	 .Rh). flow. 4 
introduced by 'noise" in the weather vsrtabl.s cannot be seen. 	 In /i ('v) Mono I.ake	 (PCNcOI)	 6500	 Rh)'. flow. 1. 
this ..nner cn can truthfully say that	 5 the ca of the ...eeta.j7... io Lake	 (ccn)	 7629	 Sea. Cinder 5 
variables did not lead to a significantly better classification into : (.) lak-	 Mi1Co)	 8650	 R'y. Pumice 6 
rock type..'	 (let Annual Report. P. 4) /1 (2 ' ) Mine luke
	 (I'tsnoi)	 6440	 Pam. Reach 6 
/lh (,,) ft.oa fuvs
	 (TP01)	 8Oo
	 Granite 7 
The present study was to all intent@ and purpose. a ' t..gt*i' approach. (TPLool) 
We collected all the available data end tooni we bad a 'i (	 FiJ) $o,,	 laity	 65)o	 Rae,jt Cons 8 
Group I	 Those with data for 17 variable. (27 	 aals.)  Pi.gwI	 Crater	 RQ1,02,025l5	 Basalt Con. 8,9 
Group U	 Thea. with data for 23 variables (252	 ) 1 i/?ii (297) 1') n&. Crate.	 2543	 Result Con. 9,0 FCi0i.02) 
A	 _uu	 -- .—	 - with these V9Qp8 i(./i, (295) ?1 seat	 rater (FcLw,,14)l8&i	 Basalt flow. 10 
•	 of date and $ triangular coefficient ratrix prepared for each group 1G/26 (2))) Ii *gat Crater (iLLis)	 i888	 Basalt flows 10 
(pigs. £3 and £1.).	 Suitable stippled patterns iaAioat. tb. 0.25, 0.4, 
sad 0.6 oosftiei.nt lsyel.,	 to eanftdense level ye na by'
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The tables A-K witcI ave been prepared from th i s analysis are 
as follows. Experimentally significant tables are Indicated by an s.sterisk(). 
A. Logically explainable by parameter involved 
B. Explainable by relationships between meteorological and rock 
temperature. 
C" Expernectal1y significant relationships not immediately 
explainable. 
D Directly related to the yearly sequence of site chosen for 
field work. 
E. Related to daily work pattern at site.. 
F. Related to sequential bre&icdown of detector in 80-4. 
G. tnstrwner.tal Relationship 
N. Modal Quartz percentage 
I. nisivity average ',I Bar) 
J. LJitC crrelatlon coefft:lent (cORRcO) 
K. Corrvltior.s ranked by value (over 0.21e). 
The following notes are important to the analysis of tables A-K: 
1. Tape No. . Serially from Taps 3. to Tap. 10 
2. PR - day of the year, 3CC sequence table above 
3. Tn.peratvre. - all contract, uning DIGIT 	 thermistor probes 
in 1C 
Ba) 
ck) 
. Air Temperature - 6 tnches off ground in shade, DIGITEC th.rmi.tcr 
5. L . lat,v. Jtuiml4j ,	 - Percentage, Honeywell RN Indicator meter, 
type WO11A used with 5 ranges of probes 
6. Altitude - taker. from topographic maps 
7. rarwsters	 electronic settings off unit,period in seconds 
(Gain) 
(Period) 
Banipa3s) 
8. Spectrum No. - sequential spectral group along any one tag,. 
9. - time in minutes sine, last tilling of liquid 
helium cryogenics (appeared to to directly 
x.lated to noise incra.s.s In the tiet)
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nodal analysis, prepared by counting 150 grains in a 
thin section wider the microscope, can be considered 
to be an approximation of rock type 
Ii. CORRCO - See footnote table K, correct answer for that rock type 
target was used, n...t the highest value 
:2. VOTDS - modal analysis at fr quartz. Both Pisgah basalt* and 
Mono Crater pumice had high void values which may have 
acted to cot down 'spectral contrast". 
i. E FWR	 average etnittance ratio values in U4BIT program 
1., E Var	 variance of emittanc3 ratio in UGC program 
l. i:'iv ,	 - in isiles per hour, hand held "venturi" gauge 
.	
- 10 feet, ::' over lOCO, taken from maps. 
p
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TABLE X 
A. L	 CALT-Y M11AINABLE BY P&RAYITR INVOLVED 
Simply	 alb1e	 Corre lationCo
efficient  
1. rape No. vs. Day of Year
(.90) 
2. Send Temperature vs. BB Tmiip,
(.86) 
3. Send Te!rpeT&t.ur s vs. Rock Tamp.
(.81) 
i. RB Temperature vs. Rock Temp.
(.76) 
5 . Send Temperature 'es. Void %
(.34) 
6. Rock Temperature vs. Void () 
Not so obvicsSl	 lated 
1. Sequential spec .rum no, vs. lapse time
(.1.3)	 (aiou.li be 
higher but lapse 
Time returns ote 
to Sero) 
8ETsW	 .
-, BY REI-4TIONSHIPS	 )	 \5QICAI- &..8cc B. E(PLAINAI 
Simply	 nab1e 
1. Air temperat.re vs. RB Temp.
(.86) 
2. Air Temperature vs. Sand Temp.
(.81.) 
3 . Air Thoperat..re vs. Rock Temp.
(73) 
1.. Air Temperfiture SS. Altitude Tenp. (-	 .b?) 
5. Average	 rtsivity () vs. Void %
(.29) 
6. lapse ti,.e vs. RD, rock, air, Tep. (-.17 to 
Not 
2. BR TvmeraturP vs. AtitudC
(.	 .67 
2. Sand Temperature VS. A1tit,de
(.	 .60) 
3 . Rock Temperatue vs. Altitude
(-	 .1.1) 
.
-t Gain ye. Altitude (.32) 
5 . Air Temperature vs. Dey
(.27) 
6. 30- 1' B.ndp&Sa vs. Altitude (.	
.32)
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C. to i:i: LI sLIIFIcA(rNELATI'tSHIPS 2C	 01E1)7AIT.LY tXPLAIBARI.E 
Correlation Coefficient 
.L1D'C Cc.rrelion Coefficient vs. Tape No.	 (.34) (Why?) 
P. SG-4 Gain vs. BR Temperature 	 (.35) (Why not negative?) 
3. Averec EntissIvity () vs.	 -t Baidpess	 G -29) 
1.. Avcran	 tsivlty )E) vs. Void '.	 (-.29) 
5. u:.r	 vc. Rh	 (.28) 
6. -•.cs flny o Year	 (-.35) 
1. Ave-- , Lnisivit:.	 ) vs. ...apse Tie	 (-.28) 
3	 5E	 R..2'5	 0F SITI.S ChO$tN FLt FIE - D JJ( 
3.	 Gay i3. vs.	 Rrittvc	 Ru.tdty  
vs. RCL.t"ie ttdity (-.63) 
Tape No. v.	 Air	 T5 ..... (.23) 
I,	 Thpn No. vs. SB Ten;. (yE.) 
t.	 Quartz cO,te,t v.	 sy of Year (-.35) 
6.	 Tkp.. t.. v.	 1tit.. te (- .3cc) 
V	
,.od	 et ' . 
Of	 2N.'	 PA7r2RN A s::ts 
s... Sc; . rctal Spetru. No. 	 ( . 36) n.t. cleac 
S;..	 .s.	 .f Year	 (- .3i 
RE:.i:i T dfl:ff:A: BR Koc: . p : fIE.fOfN . J 5;--
1.	 SG-,	 vs. r1	 .,r Year (.63) (w1cct-no	 vs.
	 day 
50L	 slc vs. Ty pe No. (.9) 
4.	 vs. Sei.votal Spetr2v N... (.36) 
1.	 50-I. gstrc vs. Eectise N...-idity (-.53) 
vs. Rh is .70' 
(Gay vs. SO-.	 sic.	 is	 .63)
4 
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Uncertain Why Ru3stsj.p btlets c9rTeastsor Coefficient 
2. 80-4 Period vs. Day of Year (..3b) 
3. BC-i Period vi. Psi. Humidity (.31) 
•	 0. IHSTR'.P yML RE!API8HIP8 
Clearly Related 
1. 93-4 &ndpess vs. BB Temp. (.35) (not so clear) 
2. BC-i Period vs. 93-4 &ndp.as (-.22) 
3. 80.4 Oslo vs. 80-1. 3.n4sst (-.20) 
Clearly related and should be of other •isn 
1. BC-i Oslo vs. 38 Temperetuts (-.13) (shy n.gstivst) 
Vncl,sr but rrobebj should be of other •in 
1. 80-1. Cain vi. 80.4 Period (-.22) 
H. N0t.L QUARTZ P38CEHTAQZ 
Pe)tieoshtp Found	 Corral. Ceqff 
1. Quartz vs. Day	 (.35) Day vs. Tape (.90) 
2. Quartsvo. 1bps	 (..5) 
3 . Quarts vs. RH	 (.28) My vs. R.H.(..79) 
l. Quarts vs. 8	 Average	 (-.25) 
I. pasarym AV!R! (t) 
* vs. Voids	 (.29) 
* To. 80.4 Psodpess	 (-.29) 
* vs. lime tapes	 (-.a$) 
* vi. Quarts 
I vu. UC C00 
I vs. I variance	 (.23) 
• I_	 .e  ----vs.
-:	
-.w,	 --	
0
J.	 cosit! 
• (..31.) 
Como vs. Tape PO
 
CC0 vs.
(.18) 
Coo vs. Quarts
 
C00 vs. Voids (-.17) 
C01RRO v	 B (.16) 
CUC0 vs. 
gpsotrel sequence
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Qroup II 
(23 v.riable. Gromp I 
C0Mi1Ti0NPA' , Z!) ST VALUES includes UC output) (17 variables) 
Tape number vs. Day .90 .69 
Send T vs. 93 Timp .86 .84 
Air T. vs. 33 Temp .86 .85 
Air T. vs. Bend Isiep .34 .64 
Send T. vi. Mock Temp .81 .81 
PII vs.	 Day
.79 .78 
MB 'Deep v..Nock Temp
.% 
Air Temp	 ..	 'ock 'Deitp .73 .73 
3M Temp vs. Altitude -.67 - .67 
93-4 Gain vs. I)' .63 .60 
Tape No. we.	 N.H. -.63 -.60 
Air Temp v,. Altitude -.62 -.62 
Sand	 Dpmp '.e. Altitude - .6c
-.59 
33 . 4 Gain vt.	 N.H.
-.53 .1.9 
Tape No. vs. Air Temp .43 .44 
Spectrum no. vs. Lip.. Time .43 .38 
Mock Temp vs. Altitude -.4l 
Tip. No. v'. 9G.4 Gain
.39 .36 
Tape Nt . . "s. MS l'emp .36 .36 
Spectruc. No. vs. SG-4 Gain
.36 .32 
93-4 Baridpa.s vs. 93 Temp
.35 .35 
Quartz vsray ..3
-.35 
Voids vs. Sand Temp .34 .32 
93-4 Periodvs. Day -.34 -.31. 
Ti. Ito, vs. cortIco . ) ..31. (rot used in 
Group 1) 
90 . 4 Gain vs. Altitude .32 .30 
93-4 Nsndpaas vs. Altitude -.32 - .32 
Voids Ye. Rock Temp .31 .29 
93_4 Period vs. N.H. .31 .30 
Tsp. vs. A3ttudu -.30
-.32 
Tip. vs. Sand Temp .29 .29 
1 vs. 93-4 Msndpas. -.29 
I vs. Void, .29 
we.	 N.H. .28 .28 
1
artC 
I vs. lana. Time -.28 
Air vs. Day .27 .26 
90.4 Bandpase vs. Sock . .27 
ccsieco(') vs. Day -.27 
Send Deepvs. Lap.. ..2-f ..28 
Tape No. vs. SO-k period .27 
90-4 Period vs. Altitude ..26 
93..4 Bsndpass vs. Wind Vol. -.26 -.24 
90.4 ?andp.ae vs. Air Temp. .25 .25 
Voids vs. Air 'Deep .25 .24 
Spectral Ito. vs. N.H. -.25 ..24 
lv.. Quarts
C0 - Correlation coefficient used was from the UISC output. The 
value used was that whimh correctly estohet the target rock type, for the iv." 
rock type in the library, and smeo.a..rU.y the maxisna value of C0M0.
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PRILTIUMARY BASIC 
undu 
 MQUIRMWS AS DMrlM BY 
DR. N. J. P. LYON FOR TS INFRARW T3334 
March 1.4, 1966 
A. 'laid Solid at Lcoaa 4t.rial - Surfac, i4y 
1. Roughocus using Form Tool-NS and SW profuse. 4ke profile and 
then record to ± 0.5 em, by. 
a. Spray paint (not pencil). 
S. Photo sensitive paper (visioord.r rolls) on a Most of 
rolled chart paper for late reduction by cure, follower 
methods. 
o • Fmbrtc or texture - describe,
	 , 
and also pho togr$pl.. 
2. Suztaoe asepie down to 1 ne depth 
. If rook, out 3" x 3" slab and place in cotton in box soil 
to L4'cc). 
b, it lace. pour black plastic sold for vertical sectioning.

Bead halt to Lyon for modal valysts of polished slab. 
a. Sote color, weathering degree, glacial polish, desert varnish, 
she., in field. 
3. Photometric bookecatt.ring in (laid 
?rod000 graph at least in N-S .nd 8-W pIer.... If rtos treee is not available, then position laW source at +60 and take reading. 
with Pl call stO, 30, 60, 90, 120, 153, andidO°, (4y be" tobe 
done after dark if instrument is not adequate.) 
4. bdoolvity box nemsurussats in field. Two at sank grid point. 
(Seed value, to ± 0.05) 
5. Color photo. vertical. !wo ..aoh (with original not for Lgea) oft 
a, iodaohroms II or Skta.hros. 
b. Aero Infrared Sktaohr 	 (CD) 
It possible. 
•. Pros 2 test and 10 to" 
4. St.reo-shifted 30 at 2 test 
e. Btenso-shitted 124 at 10 test 
Use "b5
 
for Lichen and vsgstati,e oouet. 
a	 a 
6. Moisture - if possible in field (esp.ciill3 anflight days) 
a. Surface to 1 -. 
b. Other lay.? it 1-2 on depth. 
(Accuracy needed ± 5% of sSolLt prv.ent) 
7. Atmospheric - and •toro - ast.orolo' (.ep.ot&Lly anflight 4*ys). 
Wind velocity to 1 mph, 181	 0.5%. Air tssrstws (°C) at 
1 1/2 mater/ground (to 0.2 C),	 pressure,trto r.s.. (to 
inch..), all taken at a single base-oai Vito respect to time 
of day in t 24-how cycle. 8*p.it.d . a week, but peottioally 
performed ca flight day. 22 boors before to 12 hours after f1t. 
(?or gWM, use 08* Standard Rack Color Chart.) 
3. Laboratory 
1. Nodal analysts, .aJer amoral. - 1500 point oost. If the -rethed, 
use thin u.tI,(s) • if oo.r..r, use a polt.ha4 slob (
	
thin
section to Ldentify the jmind nas.). ring p&oa book for lab 
polishing. 
Identity, 
a. T
S
 o 1% of amount present - enrta L..par, p2.a1loola.. (with 
Ato t 5%) pyrozene *ibol., olivia., ales, class and 
voids. Determine bulk rook B.G. 
b. To 1 5% of aeoont present - opaqess, color index, (Identify 
opaqens it practical.) 
o • ?abrie texture, nata l pvofsrr.d orientation of grain pattsri 
in soil usiags 
(1) bulk "pat" rook at *am anall depth bsl.on vsitbo?icg 
rind sad/or soil 
(2) Actual rnwfao. chip (or layer of soil) to z 1 en depth. 
2. Cbieal analysis (I-ray, .poo. or emission ipso.). 8.00rt as 
ozlMi to ± 0.5% of aenat present. 81, Al, Z 8., Ca, ), 7.(T), 
(xr.203 sod 7.0 if possible) Ti et,. to ± 5* of amomt present. 0.. 1 lb. ep.otn, pulvutse and uiz tbenonbly. 3w4 10 grems
 
in bottle to Lysa. Get powder 10 as enli as bulk rook 80.
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Par alsast two years 
Tueso AIM University has bees studying the u.s of rotsly sed at 
•	 data ftc. aircraft to Asterufee oc.su.gTapbiC featureS • ** the )UULSSIPPI -
'APBZC PZISURU 
Delta region of the Quit of $srtcO.	 Past esperisace his shows that 
the
 
pacat groused truth PreStOs £5 iaidsqtmte lao to the asu.ve I shill' p The Spaer.ft Oc.eoagr.jhy Project (BlOC) at Teas. AWl U.i..t.!ty  
resOs of ruesrcb sh ips .M other sophisticated tuat	 t pLitfOtu5.
. thitiatad in ug ly 1	 .r the	 .t of Oceanography.	 It. 
the	 OTt5at physical psTteTS c.	 e e	 a	 the 
The Barth BaooCes foals are to det.r.Lsa the utility of using rt. ..n.ors in 
studying 
photo above should be .stiiired. 	 l.t-tiOO5l 
should I- or purchase additionalr.srsh
the features of the Gulf of lextco	 specifically the l4iesisstppi Delta 
Survey program (US?)
ursa from airborns said Barth orbital height., to develop techniques 
ships.	 Scope should be tahen to "Coca international cooperation is 
Portable taitTu.snt p-
sh.raby thus studies sight be cood.icted	 to oasthste a group of rote 
asking outfaceof test	 .
WI	 - sensors 
that have optimum use for oceanography aid to design experiments 
age. should be as" that say be placed Os soeresearth ship.. to be conducted using satolilts based sensors.	 The Department of Oceano- 
-. 
should stsdardtse the 
calibration .
	
being	 on ship
r ohy at Teas. AIM University hi. b.es tat.r..tsd in the Gulf of $szico 
aid aircraft.
rd its features for sees time.	 The region of the outflow of the (taiLs-
• ipi liver (the second largest is the world) was selected as a test 
si te for the larch lasaurcsa Aircraft Survey Programe doe to use, rse.ons. 
Pi.t1y, it is an area where large spatial sad total variations occur 
•
the Important parmtsrs uea.vrabls by classical oceanographic tecb 
niqus..	 S.coedly, it to near Tess. MM University s.d IGC/BASA houston 
•
the aircraft are based.	 Lastly. it is so area in which a fair 
f classical oceanographic research had bees cc.ducted is IL. past. 
To date seven flights by hIM aircraft ha's been usda over the Minnie-
k-
^jppj "Its. Site 512$.
	
Only two of ts flight, have beea supported by 
H I
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surface ships collecting data, and in only no. of the" flights was 
the data obtained anywhere near the anowt and extent to satisfy thu 
requirements of a ground truth prr. 
There are several sraaa of study under SPCC at Texas MH University 
that Ira not eooccro.d with the Mississippi Delta test sit.. On0 is 
a study aimed at correlating cloud pnLtsraa with ocsasic f..ture. in 
the Gulf of Mexico. HIISOS and USA dots are being used in theme studies 
using ground truth data from the various cruisea of Alinos for ground 
truth. Other studies are concerned with the heat and water budgets at 
the air-a.a inturface and periphery of rho Gulf of Mexico.
Pt*?Ofl AM en or THIS PAM 
The purpose of this paper is to prevent a summary of out past sup.-
7tuncaa is gathering $ron.d truth data from an operational point of 
view I n support of the lerib Resource. Aircraft Survey Program to oceano-
graphy. The .etsrtal berets is tht.od.d to be supplementary in nature. 
Soaring in clad am limited viewpoint as regards the total Spacecraft 
Oceanography project , * nu.ds, Cho rucsodat ton, and cosnts contained 
in this paper only only to our experience * to the Gulf of Mexico and 
specifically the Mississippi Delta region. It is not totsadad to be 
£ comprehensive survey of the overall ground truth requirements of 
the barth Resources Survey Program, in oceanography. 
4.
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GUUAI. UQUII1Mg1IT$ OF GROUND TIVTD Pb0MI 
The primary requirement for say around truth program is that 
sufficiently accurate osasurneanta be esdu of all the important pera-
.etars at the surlsce and is the •u..urface wld.r sidy and ,f all 
other pera..r.s a?f.ctn the r*adtqp of the various sensors. In 
this way one say be able to show a correlation (positive or eel.tiv.) 
between what is happonil4 or present in the area of Interest and what 
the remote sensor, pa. from above. 
Ideally, these dstarinattons should be mad. .yooptically—.il 
at the semi time . An exception of this principle could be tab., if now 
of the parameters had changed during the p.s Lcd between the collection 
of rto sensed data and ground truth data. 
in the en.e of oceanic surveys by rte s.esors, only the temporal 
and apatial distribution of surface partere such as t.mperstla., 
salinity. roughness (see stats), biological activity, oils, etc. used 
he determined. The task of correlating these surface partera to sub-
surface oceanographic phano.sna is given to classical oceanographic survey. 
It is possible thut ground truth may he obtained by using esasur.-
..uts from rte sensor systemthat are, or become r.ltabie a. the 
progrem develops. The 1!! is as example of such a s.u.or. Another 
example is that it is possibie to obtain graid truth on the reoghesse 
of the ass surface from the su& s glitter patterns as ones photographic- 
V. Low altituds flights may be able to provide ground truth for 
high altitude measurements.
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C=TIICC GROUND ?II CAPAMLITUS 
11.dst the preset procdura., p and truth is obtained by ships 
or fixed platforms In the SisniaatppL Delta. Sine* our 0CC project 
has no control ovsr the scheduling of oceanographic research vassals 
except the Aliape (Tans. AM( Daiversity oc.anographlr r.a.atI, ..s.1) 
which is scheduled on a puny baste to advance, it has been difficult 
to obtain st.ultan.o' surveys of the test situ by airplane and ship. 
Due to the fluid astore of the oc.ane, ground truth .es.uremsnta 
esec he mads synoptically or ""I-synopticaily with the aircraft .aae.ira-
nests or also their value is Lost. This 1s tab soot significant differ-
en.e between the requtre.sots of a ground truth proirne supp.ttng 
oceanographical studies and for one suppwtLaS land studies. 
In the pest, the problem of coordinating aircraft flights and 
ships Cruises plus occasional tn.iwese weather or equipment .etfuaction 
has resulted in a ,.ell percentage of successful ventures. 
an the Almlom IS in tOe test sir. the following types of data 
are coUectsds 
1. Tesperature nf the ski.a of the ocean's enrfsce is measured 
continucusty by a lames 121 at a be'.t of approsisetaly five esters 
and recorded on s strip chart A back" Irt L. available La casa of 
tifuattio&. 
2. Total cloud cover is recorded by a time-tape, hemispheric 
(I taheya) c5.
'52 
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3. Air teraturs and dan-psiat temperature "a rcc.td.d 
continuously at a h.i.ht of tan aerate. 
4 • Surface vied speed and direction is observed by perao.l on-
board and recorded in a Us. 
S. standard meteorological surface oha.rvutioaa atv v.cstdsd in 
a 1'$.
6. The trature of the top layer (subsurface) of the sates is 
monitored continuously by a r..iatance tb.rnoestat and recorded on a 
strip chart. 
7. Sam surfaca salinitias are continuously aaaauisd by a salinity 
call and recorded on a strip chart. 
B. Vertical distributions of salinity and t.oparsi atS are osaauoad 
by salinity, t.op.rature and depth devices (STD's). 
9. Additional vertical distributions of tature are obtained 
by bathyth.rmorapb. (aT'.) which are ruisd and raliabs but sot aa 
accurate as the ByD's. 
Oc.aaoraphic ra.azch v.aaats can survey only a for Lines in a 
few days so that synoptic coverags cannot be obtained by the ase ship 
alone neither can one ship satisfactorily survey avan asarea as Small 
as the Mississippi Delta region. 
The other aircraft uiamiooa have been supported foobll by Small 
boots and fond all platforms. 
To Lllustrste the past problem of obtaisiag roand truth, the
following sarise of ndasi.s in the past are iacludsd: 
1. July 1966 - Ground truth was colinctad in a vary halted part 
r,f the tact site area by a commercial charter boat, the Playbal, which 
-rod a graduate student on board to obtain some B y's and bucket-temperature 
eessuTatsfltS. 
2 Cctobrt J! - personnel from MIT and the UnivOrslty of .levadn 
.are o,r hand to s.ka coloriastrlc and It temperature a.aaurlannts of 
na Mississippi 'ivsr outflow. Uafortanotely the aircraft stasis was 
in.d out liter only a brief flight. 
3. D.c.eb.r 1966 - A partially succ...fU aircraft flight coupled 
no ground truth .ade this mission of questionable value. 
4. February 1967 - A completely successful mission was hove by 
the aircraft; but, no ground survey of the area was possible due to the 
.,oe-avail*bility of ship.. 
5. April 1967 - Ground truth caaae were prepared to survey the 
test site area, but the ai:craft. could ant fly due to aquipasut saifuectics. 
6. Jun. 1967 - This mission was dust to the Yebruary .Lasioa. 
7. Aoiuet 19 - For the first tise quest-aiaeltnosously survey. 
ware mad. of the tall site by both the BAd. £31 and the A.lanistos. To 
point out the difiatsncaa betussa aircraft survey sad ship survey. it 
took the Ala.4p two days to survey the thu.e has, surveyed by the 
6AM P36 I. a period of two hours. 
tV
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UJU With the above coesesta is sled, the following to a list of the 
measurements required (°isdicatas that these ..zeura.eats era currently 
Use of the g.ala of IPOC at Tess, A&M University is to develop being sadd satisfactorily is our PTesesI prosod truth propres). 
tschsiqsss shez.by .eeaiaful ocae.ogrephic aSaSutisluts ce. be
 ma4e 1.
	 Amount and spectral distribution of direct and indirect solar 
from aatallite based s..eura.
	 To acco.phieh this, the effects of the radiation Impinging upon
	 the ocean's surface. 
sosoephar. in attenuating and r.dietribuein	 the radiationg from the 2.	 Net torrential radiation sear the ocean's surface. 
ocean', surface s.*t be considered.
	 Ths., detailed knowledge about the 3.	 Downward radiance from the sky in the .tcro,.eve band. used 
,raturs StreCtare Mad clppseitiOs of the atmosphere aver the test by the passive microwave radiometers. 
site area most be obtained by the ground truth program.	 This ispilee 4.	 Vertical distributions of temperature and water vapor in the 
the use of various atmospheric aoio
	 devices such as radiosondes, atmosphere over the test es from surfew to 50,000 feet. 
rawinsoed.	 tethered balloon., wire esud., and racket.
*5.	 Cloud coverage. 
The ah.er size and em.r of required .aaavrs.esta and is.trt 6. flndostaj	 istribetios of water-surface temperature and salinity 
ayers.a dictate, the use of larps platform on which thee. fontrusesta in the test site area. 
are to be based.
	 The most logical platform is the ship.	 The., vassals 1.	 fagoituds and direction, of waist vapor flux I nd
	 e.i5lc	 sat I lx 
coat frow two to six thousand dollars par day to operate.
	 Alac, the on the air-sea interface. 
number of research 'easele is the United Stat.. is quite liwited. S.
	 Complete surf ice meteorological observations. 
I. aces cases, fixed platfores such as all platforms may be u..d 9.	 Accurate navigational equipment. 
o bold ground truth isetiwasuca; honet.r, th.ae would be inS le.ibi. 10.	 Colort..t,tc analysts of surface unt re 
and necessarily located rIo.s to shore line, U.	 Amount of .uap.r4.4 estertal (sediments) in the surface water 
Aircraft say be used to provide ground truth is a
	 er of ways t 12	 Unified data somagemest ayerem on board the ship using a cn 
in addition to those .lra.dy mentioned.
	 Dropeondes tstso.phsric profiles) - time bas, to arable correlation of ground truth data.	 This systemshould 
and expandable ST 's my be dropped frongrowad truth aircraft aloog with include analog to-di5ital coov.r.ion s.d digital storage on Magnetic 
buyu to monitor eutsoatically est.r temperature, salinity and an	 0_ AI tape..	 All the nea,urents should be stared in digital former to
logical conditions at the air-see interface. provide easy reductice and use.
amosm
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13. A system to allow real ties comparison of ship and aircraft 
data at points of coincidence. 
14. Development of portable or suitcase thetruesotatlon adaptable 
to many different types of vessels. 
Although the above requirements have been given in brief outline 
fore, their importance to a re.oto sensing program cannot be over espha-
.ioad. Remote sensing itself consists of aaaauring a large area of the 
ocean surface on a very short-tie. scale. Although this has the obvious 
advantage of surveying large areas ro suet also know how representative 
our "instantaneous" picture is. 
In the infrared or temperature picture a rapr.esotative view requires 
that we sunc know the time change of heat flux from or toward the ocean 
surface (tt°se 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7) in addition to vertical mixing at the 
surface. Without such irf"-attou on both a spatial and temporal bails 
the temperature structure we describe by a rote sensor survey will 
have little seaniog in any r,pre.sentative or scientific sense. 
In addition to changfi, at the ocean surface effecting the resate 
sensing approach to sampling the ocean surface, there is alvays the problem 
of looking through a .ea of air. It is iap.rattve that we know bow the 
vertical temperature and suistute structure effects resat* sensing equip 
went. The atmospheric pollutants can also play an inportant role in the 
"obaervCd" surface temperature structure through selection, abeorbtioo 
and transmission. It is also possible that po1htI affect the repre-
sentativeness of the surface temperature value on a time scale as veil
as the actual measured value. 
Similar problems exist for photographic interpretation. Vectors 
such an wet., cota.inasta, surface roughness and even atmospheric 
pollutants en directly affect the apparent color of !'7 water. In thie 
"pact then, it is imperative to inn., the factor which lead to the 
color boss observed on the ocean surface (itese 10, Il). 
Microwave wesourasanLil are as sensitive, if not sara so, to the 
some factors that wet be considered for infrared m.ee,,ree.nte. Tn this 
aspect surface roughness is particularly important to signal rattan. 
Surface teap.rture and surface salinity effects microwave emission so 
that they also must he determined accurately before microwave data 
ecq,,ieitlon is realistic. An additional factor which suet be tonaidered, 
as in the case of the infrared measurements. is the sy radiation. 
All the considerations stated above require adequate ground truth 
coverage. 
Ths qusatton might be rained as to why it 1s considered important 
to be able to determine the horizontal distribution of tweeratule, 
salinity and roughness on the ocean'. surface. Studies at Texas A&PI 
University have shown correlation between sea surface temperature 
patterns and currants. Hoet of the physical properties of sea water 
such as density, conductivity, dielectric constant, heat capacity and 
other, can be obtained knowing its t.Jrature and salinity. Po.tihneaa 
distributioO can imply evaporationdistribution. Vitally, these 
parameters all enable estimates of the beet and water vapor flux into
157	 15€ 
the atmosphere to be measured. This in turn e f fects long period
	 H -	 DELTA SUPPORT OF MISSISSIPPI weather forecasting.
Ground truth in the Mississippi Delta test site has been obtained 
in the pest due to a combination of luck and persuasion. Research 
vessels are scheduled a year in sd,anc.; whereas aircrafc •tasiooa 
are scheduled quarterly. Since the principle investigators in Space 
Oceanography are not funded specifically for the neintenance of a fleet 
of vessels for use in the test site. vessel.s mat be requested fros 
Lbo inatftutions unaer which they are controlled and many tin.s the 
press of other research preclude, their use at any given time and place. 
Apparently, the only solution is for funding to be sade available for 
the leastug or purchasing ot research ships specifically to be ward 
to support the ground truth pr.grus of the Earth Resources Survey 
Program. Purchase of a fleet would inv.Ftre a high initial capital 
investment; bovever, since the business of .tudyizw Earth from spece 
is probably hare to *toy. the long-tern econ.ies of such a save fully 
justifies the initial investment. This needed (lost is not in exi.-
teoce today • and it is unreasonable to expect that the current fleet 
of oceanographic research ve,,.la could do sath to relieve the 
situation. 
It appears that our ground truth problems lie not in the inMuecy 
of the Instruments bc in the nonavailebility of the vesanls or vhtcb 
to carry these in.trusents.
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SPECIFIC RScO,Q4ENDAtlOtiS 
Ship support 
Since the major deficiency in ground truth !upntnri Is sinlv lick 
of ship support it is recomeended that NASA acquire the use of at le.t 
five support vessels to be used specifically for ground truth support 
during the next S to 10 years in this program. Furthermore it is 
recommended that theae vessels be of the t 5 i . sod by the offshore oil 
platforms for logistic support. These ships are relatively inexp.noice 
and available for either purchase or lease and lend themselves to the 
module concept of inatr,.ant.acion. 	 Mcdvi.' ref.re to the Construction
of instrumented vans which can be used in a manner to provide grent 
flexibility. This concept has been successfully used by the Westinghouse 
Corporation on hoard their ship which supports their deep submergence 
program. L)icuasiOna with personnel froo this ship revealed char the 
van system is very seaworthy and flexible. We estimate that each 
vessel with a basic suits of ia,trosent.d modules will cost aho,tt two 
million dollars initially. Annual operating costs will be in t'c ranqo 
of three quarter, of a million dollars. If the ship is leaned the 
initial costs will be much lower though on a prolonged rrrr'" . tl basis 
It may be cheaper to purchase them outright. 
The five ships should be stationed whers they Can P'C th"	 1rn5t
fiesibility Co support of oceanic requirements for ground t-t.. t. It 
is recommended that Woods lot.. iiaai Tens. MM. Scripps. and ttashington
each have the management responsibility for one ship. in this way 
when the chips are not vctually supporting a mission they co,ld be out 
investigating oceanic features. 
Iotern*t iceal cooperation 
NASA cannot afford to meet all ground Cruth requirements thtuughn"t 
the world ocean. logotiations should begin now on a program of inter-
national cc notation in ground truth and space oceanographic data sharing. 
By using international oceanographic vessels with some specialized 
instrumentation furnished by NASA the ground truth requirements for 
catsns(vs world aide oceanic areas could be set. 
The current planning for this type of psogrea for the governments 
of Mexico and Brazil by NASA indicates steps in the right direction. 
Duo to the closeness of the first Earth Resources Survey space mission 
a rapid acceleration cf this effort is necessary to insure that 
ceverai nations will be able to support this program. 
suitcase instrumentation 
It is recommended that NASA let a contract to develop a portable 
ground truth instrumentation package. Such units will be very effective 
in meeting requirements alters several Cats points are required or alters 
research vessels are not available.
161
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Calibration standard. 
NASA should es tablish uniform calibration etaadsrdt for all 
ground truth instrumentation developed under this program. This will 
insure that all instrumentation systems are compatible and checked 
against the sees standard. Systems' specification and procurement 
should be under the eunarvision of a select group of .uvirennental 
sensor experts. total integration of all systems can be developed by 
applying the systems analysis approach to this effort.
SUWAKI 
The lack of research vessels available for specific support of 
ground truth requirements of rote seeaor acedia, of the ocean is the 
Principal limiting factor in the Spacecraft Oceanography Program. The 
current fleet of research vessels cannot support the extra demands of 
this program nor are they readily available for the addition of the 
toticeted Instrumentation systems necessary to support this wark. 
Th only satisfactory answer is to add new ships to the I.S. research 
sel fleet that are specifically earmarked for support of SPOC. 
,oidltitn, provisions should be cads for a siapiif led Instrumentation 
kspe that could be placed on existing ship., ships of opportunity 
o
—  thnr platforms when the regular ground truth weasels were not 
or where more data points were required. 
re soundest procedure is to consider the ship procurement and 
o oration installation ca a ground truth support system. This 
1 insure full comparability between instrumentation systems and 
ether ships in this class. 
Even with these ships the requirements for ground truth support 
world-wide will exceed any reasonable NASA capabilities. Therefore it 
is important that NASA rapidly develop an international cooperative 
apace oceanography program using our remote censor platforms and the 
research vessels of foreign nations for ground truth support. The 
current ieaitsn-Braeilisn program seems to be heeded In this direction
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UNCLASSIFIED DISUIIUTIGM LIST
for
SPACE OCEAMOGB.APHY PROJECT 
but it represents only a fraction of the effort required to enlist the 
aid of the world's oceanographic community. 
There is no inexpensive way To obtain ground truth over and on the 
ocean environment. If sace oceanography is to be part of the future 
apace elisions then there is no choice but to develop the ground truth 
support now. each year that this decision is delayed will result in 
higher start up caste when it is finally Implemented.
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(Pr'.limthar 5
 Analysis) 
Dr. W. J. Pierson, Now York University 
Date 
Thirty-two plots of radar scattering cross section versus incidence angle 
in degrees were obtained with the NA.3A-C 13.3 GRe (2 ar wavelength; 
scatterometer during two flights on the CV240 based at Argentis, !fewfoundland, (Mission 60). The flights were on 31 October 1 767. Flight I was from 
1551Z to 1823z with a target area at 45°N 550W, and Flight II wee from 
2059Z to 2320Z with a target area at 45030 1 N and 50030W. These data are 
compared with data obtained by the same radar with the same aircraft near 
Bermuda on 7 March 1966 over the Gulf Stream on 12 October 1966. 
at. for 
The winds over the area of interest shifted from a southerly direction to a 
northeasterly direction after 182 33 October, and were northeasterly from 
OOZ 31 October to 002 1 Noveaber. Graph, of the estimated wind speed at The 
two target aress for the 24-hour period encompassing the two flights are 
shown in Figure 1. The wind speed over the two target areas was eseentially 
the same at the time of the overflight (shown by the arrows) and was some-
where between 28 to 30 blot.. 
The weather and wind patterns during the flight were rather confused acm-
pared to the more fully developed patterns that can occur, and it would be 
difficult to state precisely the overall natur, of the wind field over the 
oc.pl.te tracks of the aircraft. An appendix by Mr. Lionel )4o.kcvitz 
describes the weather pattern and operational decisions. 
Plots numbered 1 to 18 correspond to Flight I Target L. The essential 
feature of thee plots is that the crosswind plots, no matter where taken, 
are all essentially equal throughout the entire flight. Thee, plots are 
numbered as followat 1, 2 9
 5, and 14 to 17, Plot No. 18 is close to the 
coast and runs from 2 to 3 db lower then the others. The upwind -downwind 
plots are again almost all essentially equal and run about 4 db higher than 
the crosswind plot.. Theee correspond to plot. 3, 4, and 7 through 13
Plots 19 to 34 correspond to flight II Target II. Plots 19, 20, 21, and 24 to 29 in the crosswind direction are all alike and essentially the seas 
as 1, 2, 5, and 14 to 17. Plot 23 in the upwind-downwind direction is the 
ieee as plot. 3, 4, and 7 through 13. Plot 19 is for nearly the same 
Point as plot 18 and suggests that plot 10 may be anomalous. 
Plots 30 to 34 all show a 2 to 3 db drop when compared to an other aroelvind plots and suggest that the waves and winds my have decreased during the last part of the last flight; that is, around 2200 to 2300 on 31 October. 
The wind data from the area suggest that the wind was essentially the 
same over each target area at the time of the respective overflights and 
that it was northsaeteri,y at a speed of about 28 to 30 knots. The 
significant wave height was about 13 feet. 
Figure 2 shcws plot no. 4 for fore-aft scatter and plot no. 5 for ores.-
wind scatter as being the closest to Target 1. 
arison with GuI! Stra*m and Araup
 Island dg 
Mission 34 over the Gulf Stream and the flights near Argue Island 
(Mission 20) provided the same kind of plots for lower wind speeds and lower vale,. The plots for both situation, are essentially the same for 
incidence angle. from 5 be 20 degree., and the Argus Island data extend 
to 55 degree.. The waves measured over the Gulf Stream were evb.are 
between 4.8 and 5.4 feet, which corresponds to a wind from 16.2 to 17.2 knot.. The waves measured at Argus Island were 7.4 feet, which corresponds 
to a wind of 20.2 blots. However, the spectrum &^ Argue Island suggests 
some swell, and if this is removed to recover the wind isa spectrum, the 
winds near Argus Island could have been as low as 19 knot.. The data for 
both mission, have beer. combined in one single plot in Figure 2. 
We are toom able to compare theo sets of data, one for wave, fro, 5 to 7 feet high, (mere probably from 5 to 6 feet), and winds from 16 to 20 blots, (mere probably 17 to 19 knot.), and one for wave, about 13 feet high and winds from 28 to 30 blots as •howr. in Figure 2. 
For all inotdenoe angles greater than 100 , the curves for higher wind. and 
waves lie above the curve, for lover winds and waves. The separation is 
6 db at 150 and as auct as 12 db at 55°. There is every indication that the 
trend could oontinue were them* plots obtained for even higher winds and waves. 
Geenarteor., of other available iea back.catt,red date 
To show the changes in the norme.ltsed baekaoattering cress Section as a 
function of incidence angle
	 (e) for see return, certain available and 
appropriate published data were plotted for comparison in Figure 3. 
nu
The data used for comparison with the Mission 60 data were taken by the 
Naval lsearch Laboratory (MIL) with a vertically polarized X-band radar 
at 891 OH..	 The (EL sea return data were taker roughly two yare ago at 
See States 2, 3	 and 4, where most of the	 (8) information presented was 
I. the range 30
	
9	 85°.	 mlm range, hoverer, is of vital interest 
since It can be correlated to wave height or a.. roughness.
	 It must be 
noted that the NM radar to at a slightly lower frequency than the NASA 13•3 
Git. scatt.roeat.r. 
All of the Sea State 4 data wCre taken on Mission 60, 31 October 1967, with 
the 13.3 OH. scattaroeater.	 The Sea State 5 c	 plots oni upwind OW (or 
forward antenna beam)	 downwind £	 (or aft antenna beam), and crosswind CV 
(forward and att-beem	 information in the angular 	 We 5 to 60 degree.. 
TbeNRL 0-	 data are shown for Sea State 2for Oeg3O 	 for Sea State 3 
for 3C 0	 700 Sea State 4, CV,	 300 4 8 4 85	 and Saw Stat.. 4, LIV and OW, 
72°	 9	 85°.	 The Sea State 4 data were roughiy interpolated in the region 3O0	 9 <, 700 for comparative purposes. 
Mission 20,	 .crmuda, March 1966, sea return date taken by NASA vth the 
13.3 0Hz scati.arometer, (waves around 7 feet), are shown by the heavy 
clack dots.
Of considerable nalytical significance be the large difference in the 
yams of 0- (d1 be tween Sea States 3 and 4. This differ-errs is aourd 
4 it at	 30 , and around 20 lb at 9 a 600 when one considers only the
.xpwthd plot... This difference certainly is sufficient to allow good 
resolution of wave heights for the various isa state.. 
It I. also important to note that ooth the NASA ecatteromater end the NRL 
radar transmitted vertically polarized waves and received in the vertical 
moe VV. Additional information can be obtained in the horizontally 
polarized transott-reoeim mode HH an well as the cross-polarized mode, 
or V. 
As a final ccnsiderction, even though the late were taken from diffe 
sources and experiments, the plots and trends are clear and ooneiatr 
particularly for angles greater than 30 degrees. 
Cqic.eior,s god reQ9pd!t$one 
?rLe measurements for higher winds and waves follow the treed predicted I 
previous otservation.. Whether the plotS are more nearly r,pr,eentati 
wave he ight or local wind, speed cannot be decidud or the baste of thin 
experiment. More observations for even higher winds and waves ;-.l f)r 
nllustiona where strong winds blow directly offshore theoar of 	 th
" ,co -^ at ae needed to resolve these difficulties.
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PPDIX 
Forecast and hindoast data 
At 1 200-Z on 31 Oc.tcber, the southern octet of Newfoundland was under the influence of a prse.m.e gradient yielding wind. of 20 knot, from 040 degree.. Of fhore wind speed. were •ignificaotly greater (approximately 30 knot.). 
The IJSCGC 0*500 (45., 53.l) reported 29-knot winds and 14-foot leap. On the basis of the synoptic situatim and the 0*500s report as an iapetu., 
a "go" condition was decided upon. The target point 45N, SW was selected, this point being obeeee became, it would remain under the Influence of the prevailing synoptic conditions and it would afford a leeway in the flight 
time should the wind systet collapse rapidly. A preliminary forecast of 
28-knot winds from 060 degree, associated with 1 3toot seas (significant 
wave height) was Initially forecast. Thee. forecasted values at the target 
were soocurred by the duty forecaster of the fleet Weather Facility, Naval Station Argeoti.. 
After a "go" situation was determined and after flight ?Jans bad already been scheduled by the flight operations people, a phone call was received free L. Grabbam of 14AV00!A(0. From this call it was determined that the forecasters of ESSA connur 'c a 'go" situation. The aircraft, airborne at 
1 iS2Z, proceeded with its mission and arrived over the target at about 17)2 and returned at 15252. 
Pr torto the return of the aircraft, it was decided to r a second alasiom, fr .	 although the synoptic pattern waa rapidly breaking down and seas did not 
spear to be as high nor wind speeds as strong as during the first mission. The second target, approximately 25 miles SE of Cape Race, van at 45.5J, 50.5W . The sea state was fo recasted to be 9-1 0 test. 
Winds were approxinately 24 bats from etC degrees. The aecod mission 
a t tempted to gather continuous scatteromet.r data from the coast to the 
target. The aircraft flew out and back at an altitude of 8000 test. For the first mission, the aircraft flaw out at 8000 Ze.t and back at 1 5,000 feet. The atroraft was over the second target at about 20Z. The aloud cover sea 
overoast thin stratus with bases at 1500 feet and tops at about 35CC feet for both flight.. 
Hindoasts were prepared upon returL to WsehinWtcn. D.C., using more complete data. Ti. result, for ?arget I: H1/3 = 12.-13 feet trct 060 degree.. The 
results for Target II; N1,3
	
12-1 feet also from 060 degrees. Water 
temperatures were spprozi.matiy 50°? for both mission.. Air and 4ev point temperatures vCr., also, approxima tely 500?. Water depth at Target I was 
over 400 fathom, and at Target 11 wa, approximately 40 fata. It should be pointerS out that the water depth at Target I is non-rspr.sentetive of the general area only a few mile, away. The contours oft the south, 
southeast, and east coast. of Nawfoidland are ratlasr flat (approximately 
40-50 fathom) for at least 150 ails.. The first target falls Just outside the flat area. 
NASA-S-66-75
COMPARISON OF OTHER SCATTEROMETRY 
DATA WITH MISSION 60 DATA 
MISSION 60, SHE 160, FLIGHT 1, LINE 91, RUN 2 
OW, VV (AFT BEAM) 
UPWIND/DOWNWIND AflO, 
5	 VERTICAL TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE IN db 
BACKSCATTERING 	 (SCHOOLEY'S DATA 10-15 Kts) 
CROSS-SECTION IN db0 
-5	 NOTE CROSSOVER 
[ L = NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 	
10 
F sS2, w	 - —SS5, UW VV,, RYAN 
SSS, CW, VV,, RYAN, (AFT BEAM) 551, SS2, - = SEA STATE 1, 2, 
DATA, VV (8, 9) GHZ)	 -15 - NRL° -\
	
(FORWARD BEAM) 
UW = UPWIND 
RYAN, VV, 03.3	
- MISSION 20-k i
	
?	 5S5, cw, vv, RYAN,DW DOWNWIND 
CW CROSSWIND 
W VERTICAL POLARIZATION 30 -
	 '\....(FORWARD BEAM) 
ss3, uw, w , NRL 
TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE	 554, CW, VV, NRL	 °	 554, UW 
WIND VELOCITIES: 	   
28-30 Kt 
FORE 	 SS3,CWVV,NRL 
AFT	 553, OW,	 \ ss w. 
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